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Abbas, Farhat, 453
Abdeljalil, Omar, 455
Abdul Aziz Ibn Saud of Arabia, 478, 489, 494, 520; achievements, 501, 502, 503; an autocratic monarch: government of, 505; aids to education, 506
Abdullah, ruler of Transjordan, 520, 522
Abraham, prophet, 525
Acculturation, North Africa: events that aid evaluation of, 440 ff.; China. 797-809; see also Culture
Achimota (Prince of Wales College), 371, 373, 400
Ackerman, Edward, 827
Acre, Territory of, Brazil, 212, 228; map, 227
Aden, Arabia, 485, 495
Administration, see Political structure, administration
“Administrations, Native”: Africa, 357, 364
Aesthetics, Japan, 830, 860
Affaires Indigènes, Bureau des, 452
Afghanistan, 24, 25, 70, 464, 466, 484
Africa, uneasy peace of colonial empires: their importance, 13, 71; mineral raw materials in South America and, map, 69; sections with primitive peoples unable to attain independence, 71; white man’s country, 76; similarity between South America and, 80; their differences, 81; population trends, 99, 100, 132; tables, 101, 104, 148; changes taking place in, compared with effects of Industrial Revolution, 312; one of two great colonial areas: causes of lowly status, 659; will follow course of revolution against outside domination, 724; see also names of countries and colonies, e.g., Algeria; Niger Colony; Rhodesia; etc.
— east and south: region, people, resources, economy, 70 f., 75-80, 91, 271 ff.; race relations and policies, 271-330; clash of cultures, 271-74; white colonization, 271; and distribution, 272; map, 273; physical background: topography, climate, 274-76; affinities between the Central Protectorates and countries of the East African plateau: area, population, land reserves, with table, 276-82; location of native reserves, 276, 277, 280; agriculture, 282-300; hazards of farming, 282-86; government and legal protection of Europeans, 283, 284, 289; prospects of settlers in tropics, 286-88; the African peasant, 288-90; depressed areas, 291-94; deplorable health and housing conditions among natives, 293 f., 316-21; education: race discriminations, 293, 312-15; migrant workers, 294-97; program for rehabilitation, 297-300; mines and industries, 300-304; labor market: industrial color bar, 304-12; legal discrimination against non-Europeans, 305 ff., 308, 319, 325, 326; extent of their participation in labor welfare legislation, 321-23; past and possible future of race relations, summarized and appraised, 323-29; racial policy of imperial government in British dependencies, 327, 328; resistance to segregation: political education and action of Indians and Colored, 327 f.; forces that may weaken structure of caste society, 318 f.
— north: region, people, resources, economy, 14-21, 25, 405-60; role in world affairs, 25; the six political provinces and their European overlords, 405; agriculture, 406, 411, 441 f.; map, 407; people and their history in historic times: invasions and infiltrations, 408 ff.; regional isolation, always an extension of some other culture area, 408; languages, 409, 410, 446, 449; economic and governmental system of
Africa (Continued)
nations, 414 ff., 414 ff., 449; political organization, 416 ff., 434 ff., 449; as essential part of Moslem world, 424-34; education, 432 ff., 437, 446 ff.; Moslem governments, 434 ff.; civilization when Moslem countries in full flower, 437; their resemblance to Europe in early Renaissance, 438; termination of Moslem rule: conquest by France and Spain, 438; population, 439; acculturation of non-European peoples to their European mentors: events that aid evaluation, 440-58 (see entries under Morocco)

— west and central: region, people, 16, 70-72; resources, economy, 72-75, 331-37, 336 f.; climate, 335; area, population, 338-40 (tables, 72, 336 f.); health and medical care, 339 f.; economic situation: foreign corporations, 340-52, 402; social organization: African society and traditions, 352-56; ethnic groups and their regions, 354 f.; influence of ancient kingdoms and empires, 355, 386; political administration, 356-65; British policy of indirect rule, 356 ff., 680; native revolts, 361, 385; religion, 365-69, 391 f.; education, 370-77, 399-401; social relations, 377-86, 401; press, 383, 394, 401; acculturation, 386-93; all except Liberia acquired by foreign powers, 387; nationalistic movements, 393-99; art, music, folklore, 396; present outlook: future potentialities, 399-403; international conferences on problems common to all the territories, 401

Africa, South-West, 271-330 passim; map, 273; area: population: table, 281; see also Africa, East and South

African Horn, location, 485

African languages, 354, 376, 388, 400, 409, 410, 449; see also Languages

African Morning Post, 394

African National Congress, 327

Africans, East and South Africa: race relations and policies governing, 271-330 passim; population and distribution of the four races, table, 281; segregation, 288, 319, 325, 326 f. (see also Labor: Reserves); cultural and tribal practices, 391, 324; legal discrimination against non-Europeans, 305 ff., 308, 319, 325, 326; civic status correlated with racial origins, 324; future of racial groups: determination of whites to enforce discrimination, 325 ff.; resistance to segregation: political education and action, 327 f.; forces that may weaken structure of caste society, 328 f.

— west and central Africa, 334-403 passim; gap between payments to, and income of, Africans and Europeans, 340 ff., 379, 381, 395; cocoa industry developed by, 342; complex economies, 344; Concession System: monopolistic rights over land and products of, 345 ff.; social organization, traditions, loyalties, 352-56, 366; effects of the weakening of native sanctions and the influence of outside religions, educational, and social influences, 353, 368, 374, 390, 393 ff.; the "detrabalized," 354; ethnic groups and their regions, 354 f.; effect of diverse foreign policies, 388, 389

north Africa, 414, 431

— see also races, e.g., Berbers; Negroes, etc., and under places, e.g., Africa, etc.

Afterlife, Chinese belief in, 778; Japanese obligations beyond grave, 848; see also Ancestor worship

Aged, killing of, 111

Age distribution, in rationally balanced countries, 120; life tables recording, 121

Agriculture, countries outstandingly productive, 29, 267, 667; possibilities for future, 144; attainable ways of increasing, 145; concept of division of labor between industrial homelands and agriculturally dependent areas found untenable: resulting troubles in colonies, 451

— Africa, central and west, 73, 75, 332-35, 342, 387; incomes of subsistence farmers, 341; native farmers, 344; Africa, east and south, 76, 77, 80, 279-300; *two distinct, though interrelated fields
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of activity: relationship between farmer and peasant, 282; race relations and policies, 282-300; hazards of farming, 282 ff.; state aid to white farmers, 283, 284, 286, 287; number of workers, 284; the settler in the tropics, 286 ff.; the African peasant, 288 ff.; reserves, or depressed areas, 291 ff.; resulting migration of peasants, 294 ff.; program for rehabilitation, 297 ff.; Africa, North, 16, 19, 22, 406, 411, 441 f.

— Asia, Southeast, and Indonesia, 37 f., 44 ff., 665, 667, 669; Indonesian compared with Philippine, 48 f.

— China, 53 ff., 62; 731 f., 744

— India, 29-31, 32; union of hand industry and, 553, 559; spread of commercial, 558-60

— Japan, 63

— Latin America, 86, 87 f.; Mestizo America, 176-78, 180-88; subsistence farming, 180 f.; export farming, 181 ff., 267; organization of working force, 182 ff.; Brazil, 231-33, 239 f., 246, 248, 250, 253, 255; potentialities as one of greatest food producers, 267; schools, colonies, division of estates, 268 ff.

— Near East: irrigation system, 19, 20, 482, 503, 504, 514, 530, 538; Lebanon, 22, 512, 513; Syria, 22, 517

— see also Animal husbandry; Land; and products, e.g., Rubber; Sugar; etc.

Ahardan, Moktar es Sadik, 454

Ahmadabad, India, industry, 584, 585

Ainu, aboriginal tribe, Japan, 815

Air routes, Near East the focus of, 474; Iran's network, 540

Aissawa, order of, 430 f.

Akbar, Mogul Emperor, 550

Alagoas, state, Brazil, 217, 238; map, 227

Al Azhar University, Egypt, 532

Album do Estado do Pará . . . , excerpt, 232

Alcohol, use by the ill-nourished, 197

Aleijadinho (A. F. Lisboa), 217

Alexander VI, Pope, 213

Alexander the Great, 537

Algeria, 14 ff., 25, 405-60 passim; comprises three departments of France, 405; map, 407; when lost by Turks: extent of their influence, 438; population, 439; chance for assimilation vs. political unrest: situation critical, 440; relations between Moslems and French, 440-55 passim; native parties, 453

Aligarh University (Anglo-Oriental College), 604

All-India Congress Committee, 637, 639

All-India Kisan Sabha (peasant league), 621, 643

All-India Muslim League, 606; see Muslim League

All-India States' Peoples' Conference, 629 f.

All-India Trade Union Congress, 621, 643

Alphabets, 664

Alves, Castro, 217

Amazonas, state, Brazil, 212; map, 227

Amazon River, 90, 229

Amazon Valley, Brazil, 228-34; states in, 228; topography: climate, 229; transportation: cities: people, 229; living conditions: customs, 230, 232-34; natural resources: economic conditions, 230 ff.

Ambedkar, B. R., 628

American occupation, Japan, 85072, 86272, 86772, 873

American Rockwood Company, 402

Americo-Liberians, 361, 377

Amritsar, India, massacre, 611, 612

Ananda, King of Siam, 691, 694

Ancestor worship, 366, 677, 701, 779-81, 848

Angkor, ancient city, 661, 702

Anglo-American Oil Company, 540

Anglo-American vs. Latin-American culture, 257 f.

Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, 16, 19, 20

Anglo-Indians, 591, 592

Anglo-Iranian (formerly Anglo-Persian) Oil Co., 26, 539

Anglo-Oriental College (Aligarh University), 604

Angola, 71, 72, 73, 74, 331-404 passim; map, 333; area, population, table, 337

Animal husbandry, Africa, 16, 19, 80, 274, 276, 284, 291, 334; China, 53, 62; India, 29; Latin America, 86 f., 88, 235, 244, 246, 254, 255, 256, 291; Near East, 22, 406, 503, 517, 521

Annam, Indo-China, 660, 661, 700, 701, 707; religion, 675, 701; revolutionary parties, 706

Annamese languages, 664

Annamitic Cordillera, 36

Anshan, works near Mukden, 60, 65
Anthony the Counselor (Antonio Conselheiro), 237
Anti-Fascist Peoples Freedom League, Burma, 686, 687
“Anti-illiteracy” campaigns, 209
Antimony, 735
Apprenticeship Act, 309
APRA party of Peru, 207
Arabia, region, people, resources, economy, 21, 25, 500-506; compared with India, 28; disorganization and unification, 489; Arab revolt: new internationally recognized states, 501, 511; first of new Arab states admitted to League of Nations, 524
— Saudi: petroleum production and its effects, 26, 27, 28, 500, 502; area, population, 464, 501; political structure, 464, 505; a Near East political unit, 485; tribal life: impact and effect of Westernization, 500 ff.
Arabic language and script, 409, 410, 449, 489, 509, 536, 664
Arabic script, 536, 664
Arabic-speaking political units of Near East, 462
Arab League, 454, 511, 529
Arab Legion, 524
Arabs, earliest in Africa: achievements, 409; forebears of today's rural population, 410; association with Berbers: city and country types, 414; characteristics, lives, occupations, economic system, 414 ff., 419 ff.; political organization, 417 f., 419; appearance, classes, 418; first people conquered by French: their form of government perpetuated, 449; infuriated by Berber dahir of 1934: formation of the Istiqlal (q.v.), 450; Jewish-Arab problem in Palestine, 470, 487, 509, 510; career of conquest and conversion, 476 ff.; progress in the arts of peace, 480; Sunni-Arabs: groups in Near East, and their numbers, table, 488; factors retarding development, 496 f.; Arabia the core of Arab civilization, 500; tribal life of Bedouins, 501 ff.; results of Arab revolt, 501, 511, 520; theirs a conquest of religion that combined temporal and spiritual regime, 508; population in Palestine, 509; center of culture and learning shifted from Levant to Egypt, 532; see also Moslems
Arabs, a Short History, The (Hitti), 477
Arab world, see East, Near
Aramaic language, 486
Ararat, Mount, 21
Archer, quoted, 338
Area, Africa and the Near East, 14, 15, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 72, 76, 77, 274 ff., 338 (tables, 72, 281, 336 f., 464, 507); Asia, Southeast, and Indonesia, 37, 42, 43, 656; China, 50, 51, 52, 56; India, 28; Japan, 63; South America, 87, 88, 158, 212
Argentina, natural conditions and resources, 82, 83, 84, 85
Art, Japan, 839-61
Arts and crafts, African: “African Art,” 396; Arabo-Berber encouraged by government, 445; Arab influence and masterpieces, 480
Aruba, refineries in, 85
Arya Samaj, 594
Ashanti Goldfields Corporation, 351
Ashanti Pioneer, excerpt, 304
Asia, colonial empires falling apart, 8, 13; mineral raw materials, chart, 68; population trends, with tables, 101, 104, 135 f., 149; migration, 131, 134 ff.; efforts to relieve overpopulation, 135; see also under names of countries, e.g., China; India, etc.
— Southeast, and Indonesia: region, people and their cultures, history, 35-37, 654-64; economy, natural resources, 37-42, 664-72; countries into which divided, 654; Southeast, and Indonesia, map, 657; one of two great colonial areas: causes of lowly status, 659; industry, 671 f.; problem of why natives made no better showing in profit economy, 672; education, 672-75, 689; religions, 675-79; governmental structure and administration: social and political conditions preceding, during, and following World War II, 679-730; parallel between economic and political situations, 679; reason for general trend toward state socialism, 687, 691, 692; progress toward liquidation of colonialism, 688; whole area kept in extreme disturbance by revolutionary wars against Dutch and French domination, 722; large question of relations of man to man, and nation to nation, involved in fate of, 723; failure of nationalists to gain support of U.S., 725 f.; no tend-
encies toward communism or fascistic dictatorships, 726; their revolutions are people’s movements: “reservoir of good will” toward America, 727, problem of whether natives could handle the economy: training needed: their probable objectives and results, 728 f.; see also names of countries: Burma; Indo-China; Indonesia; Malay; Siam; also their sub-divisions, e.g.: Cambodia; Java; etc.

Asia Minor, location, 484
Asir, Saudi Arabia, 485
Asis, Machado de, 217
Association for Nationalization of China University, 796
Association of West African Merchants (A.W.A.M.), 399
Asuntos Indigenas, 452
Aswan dam, 530
Atlantic Charter, 436, 457, 632
Atlas Mountains, 15, 16, 17, 80, 405, 411; map, 407
Atomic energy, release of, 3
Attlee, Clement, 640, 641; announcement of Cabinet Mission to India, 642, 643; promises that opened door for partition, 645
Aung San, Burmese leader, 686, 687, 688, 727
Australia, possible industrial role, 70, 91; population trends, 124, 132 (table, 148); selective immigration, 134; high food productivity, 284
Automobiles in Mestizo America and U.S., with table, 198 f.
Avicenna, Arabian physician, 528
Azad, Maulana Abul Kalam, 634, 640
Azerbaijan incident, 26, 542
Azikiwe, Nnamdi (Zik), philosophy and activities, 393-97
Aztec-Maya civilization, 168
Baghdad, Caliphate capital, 518, 524
Bahrain, state, Brazil, 221, 234, 261, 265, 266; map, 227
Bahai faith, 542
Bahol, Phya, 690
Bahrain Island, 464, 485, 494; oil production, 26, 27, 28
Balafrej, Hadj Ahmed, 454, 457
Balance of power, peace of Europe based on, 6
Balfour Declaration, 509
Balkans, Turkish conquest of, 478
Baltimore, Md., 22
Ba Maw, Burmese premier, 685
Bandeirantes of Brazil, 213, 216, 244
Banditry, Brazil, 238, 254
Bank Misk, Egypt, 535
Bao Dai, Anhminan emperor, 707, 709
Barka, El-Mehdi Ben, 458
Barreto, Honorio, 378 n
Basset, Henri, 447
Basutoland, 76, 271-330 passim; map, 273; area, population, table, 281; see also Africa, east and south
Batal, James, 461 n
Bathhouses, municipal, 835
Batson, E., quoted, 322, 323
Bechuanaland Protectorate, 271-330 passim; map, 273; area, population, table, 281; see also Africa, east and south
Bedouins, countries inhabited, tribal life, 409, 409, 501 ff., 511, 517, 521; area once ruled by, taken by Turks, 521; see also Arabs
“Bee-hive world,” avoidance of, 144
Beirut, medical colleges, 514
Belem, Brazil, 81, 229, 231
Belgian Congo, see Congo, Belgian
Belgium, territories and administration in West Africa, 333, 337, 389; see also Congo, Belgian; Ruanda-Urundi; also entries under Africa, west and central
Beloch, population student, 103
Benares Hindu University, 615
Benavides, Alonzo de, 102
Bengal, partition of: effects, 606; reunion, 607
Berbers, forebears, 408, 409; intermarriage with Arabs, 409; characteristics, lives, occupations, 411 ff., 419 ff.; the most numerous people: origin of skills, 413; association with Arabs: economic system, 414 ff.; political organization, 416, 419; kinship, 416; appearance, classes, 418; lack of instruction, 430, 446; coming of the French, 449; freedom lost: used as pawn against Arabs, 450
Beryllium, 90
Bethlehem Steel Company, 83, 90
Bezerra dos Santos, Lindalvo, quoted, 347
Bible, 802, 828
Big-family ideal, China, 762, 763, 809
Biological extinction, fear of, 95
Birla Brothers, 588, 590
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Birth, control over processes of, 110, 115; effects of differential rate of decline of birth and death rates, 111 f.; limitation within the family, 112, 126, 140, 141, 151 f.; rates in three major types of society, 113, 114, 115; crude rate as measure of fertility, 128; necessity for knowledge of differential rates: group differences, 131; rural-urban rates, 140 f.; Brazil's rates, 221; India's, 597, 598; China's, 737; Japan's, 823; see also Fertility

Black market, India, 589

"Bleaching" of darker by white groups, 222

Blumenau, Herman, 245

Blumenau, city, Brazil, 245

Bodhisattvas, 857

Boer Republic of the Transvaal, 78

Boers in South Africa, 78, 80

Bolivia, natural conditions and resources, 80, 82, 83, 85, 87; culture, 226

Bombay, India, industry, 584, 585

Bombay Plan, 589

Books, Japan, 858 f.

Borneo, 42, 46, 47, 49, 718

Bose, Subhas Chandra, left-wing leader, India, 616, 617, 624, 641

Bourguiba, Habib, 453

Boxer Indemnity Funds, 796

Boxer uprising, 799

Boycotts and political action, Africa, 392, 393, 394, 397, 399; India, 612, 618 f., 620

Brahman class, India, 565, 566, 569, 570, 575, 576

Brahmo Samaj, 594

Brazil, reaction against Portugal, 12; rubber industry destroyed, 45; compared with Africa, 80; region, resources, people, 87-90, 212-70; population, 87, 88, 106, 212, 220 ff., 229, 233, 235, 237, 244 ff., 254; potentialities for future development: principal strengths and weaknesses, 212, 264-70; discovery, exploration, settlement, 213; Portuguese, or white, element, 213 f., 222, 259; racial stocks, mixtures, 213-19, 222-24, 260; natives: Indians, 214 f., 222, 259; African slaves, 215, 217 f., 259; Negroes and mulattoes, 215-19, 222; immigration: colonists, 219 f., 245 f.; Portuguese royal family and rule during empire: Republic formed, 219 f.; health and hygiene, 221 f.; inequalities that are barriers to a social democracy, 224; nutrition, 224; unequal distribution of incomes, 225; the financial elite, 225; regions: their characteristics and development, 226-57; states: map, 227; six cultural areas, 228; Brazilian Amazon, 228-34; climates, 229, 234, 243; Independence Day, 230; arid northeast: droughts, 234-38; region of fanatic religious movements and of outlaw bands, 237; northeastern sugar coast, 238-42; extreme south, 242-48; personality traits of people, 247, 252, 263; industrial middle states, 248-53; technical and professional schools, 249, 251, 268; "Far West," 253-57; government plans for exploration and development of western region, 256; national culture, 257-64; caste system tempered by lack of racial antagonism, 260; carnivals and other festivals, 262; unique twist given institutions and concepts, 263; dictatorship, 264; transportation problem, 268

Brazil nuts, 230, 232

Brazzaville conference, 359, 364, 376, 379, 399; excerpts, 380, 389

Bride wealth, Africa, 352, 389

Britain Colonial Development and Welfare Acts, 400

British-Dutch International Tin Committee, 39

British Empire (including Great Britain), early colonialism, 11, 12; concern with Near East oil resources, 26, 473, 527, 539; territories, administration, and racial policies in Africa, 71, 72, 76, 327, 328, 331, 333, 336 f., 356 ff., 380 ff., 384 (see entries under Africa; under names of territories ruled, e.g., Nigeria; South Africa, Union of); conquest of Boers, 78; population trends, 94, 124, 125, 130, 131; age structure, 120; need of mass migration, 134; rural-urban differentials in reproductivity, 141; countries of largest population, 338; policy of indirect rule, 356 ff., 680; Crown Colony system of government, 361; policy of cultural self-determination, 388, 389; protectorates and colony in Near East, table, 464; penetration and influence there, 489, 500, 510, 515, 519, 520, 523, 527, 540-44 passim;
part in Zionism, 487, 509; mandate over Palestine, 509, 520; promises to Arabs, 509; why privileges in Transjordan important, 524; control of Suez canal and Egypt: struggles of other nations to dismember, 532; beginning, length, and extent of dominance in India, 548-563 passim (see entries under India); predominant role of British concerns in India's economy, 583 f.; social relations between Indians and, 591 f.; 1947 Act creating Dominions of India and Pakistan, 646; control of, and influence in, Burma and Malaya, 654-90 passim (see entries under Burma; Malaya); early rivalry in East Indies, 659; Siam's relations with, 662, 692, 694; aid to France in starting war in Indo-China: use of Japanese troops, 708; given mandate to Indonesia: breaches of contract, 716; later mediation, 717; insistence that warfare in dependencies is a matter of domestic concern only, 724
British South Africa Company, 277
Brotherhoods and sects, Moslem, 430-32
Brunei, 42, 46
Brush-writing, 859
Buck, J. L., 731, 737, 743, 745, 746, 748, 753, 754, 755, 759, 763
Buddhism, Southeast Asia, 673, 675, 676, 685; Japan, 815, 843, 857
Buell, R. L., 346, 347, 378, quoted, 379
Buildings, public: China, 806
Bureaucracy, China, 758 ff., 769, 770, 771-75, 807-11 passim; Japan, 866; see also Civil service
Bureau des Arts Indigenes, Morocco, 445
Bureaucracy, government by China, 771-75
Burma, minerals, 33, 41; oil, 34, 669; country, 35 f.; people, 37; natural resources, 37-41 passim; population, 124, 149, 656, 723; region, people and their cultures, history, 654-64 passim; area, 656; map, 657; colonial status, 658; history preceding conquest by British, 660; wars with Siam, 662; Southeast Asian economy, 664 ff.; chief exports, 669; land loss, 672; education, 673 ff.; religion, 675 ff.; social and political organization, 681-88; separation from India, 681, 685; nationalist movement and its effects, 684 ff., 726; socialization of the economy, 687; political assassinations, 687; crime and gangsterism, 688; states ceded to, and returned by, Siam, 694; independence secured, 722
Burma, Union of, 687
Burma Road, 37
Burma-Shell Oil Company, 649
Business, mercantile commercial group in Mestizo America, 191 f., 203; conditions affecting consumer purchasing power, 191 f., 202; Brazilian center for business interests, 252; India: predominant role of British concerns in economic life, 583; big business, 587-90
Cabinda, 331; map, 333; area, population, table, 337
Cabinet Mission to India, 642 ff., 651
Caboclos in Brazilian population, 222
Cabral, Pedro Alvares, 213
Calcutta, India, industrial center, 584 f.; capital shifted from, 608
Califlrate, office of, 425, 612, 616; capital in Baghdad, 518
Calligraphy, Japanese, 859
Cambodia, Indo-China, 661, 700 ff.
Camel husbandry, 503
Cameroons, 331-404 passim; map, 333; area, population, tables, 72, 336
Campo Grande, Brazil, 256
Canada, population trends, 99, 132; table, 148
Canals, Union of, 528
Canudos, story of the village of, 237
Caodiasm, sect, 675
Cape of Good Hope, see Good Hope, Cape of Philadelphia, 434
Caravans, 434
Cádiz, President, 187
Carias, President, 206
Carioca, José, the Disney parrot, 263
Carpentry, Persia, 539
Carr-Saunders, A. M., 103, 104
Carvalho, C. Delgado de, 2247
Casablanca, Morocco, riot and killings, 449
Caste, see Class
Castro, José de, 267
Catholicism, see Roman Catholic Church
Catroux, General, 516
Cattle, varieties, 244, 255; raising and use of, for social ends, 291; see also Animal husbandry
Catto, Lord, 583
Ceará, state, Brazil, 234, 265; map, 227
Celebes, 42, 47, 49
Censorship, of printed matter in Japan, 859
Central America, population, 101, 106, 148, tables, 101, 104; vital statistics, 102; see also Latin America
Ceylon, population trends, 99, table, 100; rubber production, 232
Chad, 331; map, 333; area, population, table, 337
Charles, Enid, 141
Chataigneau, Yves, 454
Chekhov, Anton, 802
Chekhov, Anton, 454
Chelmsford, Lord, 609; see also Montagu-Chelmsford
Chen, H. S., 748
Chen, Ta, 737
Cheribon (or Linggadjati) Agreement, 718 ff.
Cherkaoui, H. S., 457
Chiang Kai-shek, 772, 774
Chico, King, story of, 218
Chiefdoms and chiefs, Africa, 353, 356-63 passim
Chiguer, Messoud, 458
Child, V. G., 107
Children, of common-law unions, 173; African patterns of care and training, 370; proportion attending school in Southeast Asia and Indonesia, 674; Chinese infanticide, 738; Japanese, 836, 850 f., 852; see also Father-children relationship; Infant mortality
Chile, natural conditions and resources, 82, 83, 84, 85, 87; infant mortality, 124
China, source of supply for food deficiencies, 37, 42; region, people, natural resources, 49-62, 67, 731-37, table, 734; victim of world affairs and mal-administration, 49-62 passim; compared with India, 62; population, 99, 100, 108, 140, 149 f., 737-43; emigration from, 134; vital statistics, 102; Southeast Asian forms of government derived from, 661, 679, 701; cotton: climate, 732; map, 733; birth and death rates, 737 f.; life expectancy, 738 f.; health, 739-41; diet, 739 f.; economics, 743-61, 809; land utilization, 743-48; industries, 748-53; livelihood, 753-61; social and political organization, 761-75; family pattern, 761-66, 803; village and district, 766-69; class structure, 769-71; government by bureaucracy, 769, 770, 771-75, 808-11 passim; military, 769, 770; technical workers, 770; extraterritoriality and foreign concessions, 774; awakening among masses, 775; religion, 775-85; spirit world, 778 f.; ancestor worship, 779-81; missionary activities, 781-85; education, 786-96, 801; acculturation, 797-809; sinification of ethnic groups and barbarian invaders, 797, 799; contact with West, 798; law, 799-801; conflict between written law and custom, 800, 801; students, 801-3; break from past, 801; living conditions, 803; communism, 807-9, 812; most urgent problems, 809; conflict of cultures, 810; culture crisis, 811 f.; influence of T'ang dynasty over Japan, 815
China University, Peiping, 796
Chinese, in Southeast Asia and Indonesia, 655, 656, 661, 666-73 passim, 676, 678, 695-99 passim, 708, 711
Christianity, influence in Africa, 368 f.; nativistic religious movements, 391 f.; number of Christians in northern Africa, 439; origin and influence in Near East, 470, 507; sects and rivalries there, 486, 513, 522, 526, 533 (table, 488); Holy Land of, 508; Lebanon an oasis of, in Moslem world, 511; capitulations permitting foreign powers to protect Christians, 513; causes of failure in Orient, 678 f., 781; missionary activities, in China, 781-85; Japan, 858
Christie, Landsell K., 348
Chulalongkorn, King of Siam, 662, 689, 693
Churchill, Winston, 544; attitude re India, 622, 623, 633, 637
Cicero, Padre, 237
Cinchona monopoly, 45, 46
Circassian migrants in Transjordan, 523
Cities, largest in tropics, 81; growth following Urban revolution, 107; small and few in pre-industrial times, 137; development and distribution of great: supercities, 138; in Orient and Near East, 139; in Brazil, 228, 229, 231, 236, 239, 245, 248, 249, 251, 256; capitals, west and central African countries,
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335 f.; life in, occupations, customs, of north African peoples, 419 ff.; shrines and pilgrimage centers, 526, 545, 575; India, 583-98; urban life and livelihood: industries, 483 ff.; her big business, 583, 587 ff.; her industrial centers, 584, 586; and streets and buildings, 590; urban society, 590 ff.; greatest port in Orient, 668; Japan, table, 824; see also Urbanization

Civil disobedience movements, India, 614 f., 618-20, 624, 632, 649

Civilization, Near East once center of finest, 462, 480; its first recorded traces there, 507, 525

Civil service, Siam, 689; Malaya, 696; Indo-China, 700 f.; Indonesia, 712, 713; Japan, 855, 856 f.

Civil wars, how colonial revolts differ from, 724

Clan system, Africa, 332, 366; China, 745 ff., 764

Clark, General, 444, 447

Classes and class structure, Mestizo American, 173, 192, 203-5; connection between their land ownership and social status, 180, 183, 187, 203; significance of "peoples movements" and uprisings, 204, 207; Brazilian, a socio-economic arrangement, not caste, 244; derivation of Latin American socio-economic differences, 258; and social organization, African natives, 352-56, 366, 377-86, 401; "detribalized" Africans, 354; distinctions within European group, 353 f.; India's village castes, 564-69; their functions, 569-71; changes, 571; relation of caste to marriage, 572; India's urban classes, 587 f., 592 ff.; caste influence, 593 f.; Gandhi's activities against discrimination, 610, 628; untouchables in politics, 616, 627 f.; all-India category of Exterior Castes, 627; social organization in Siam and Indo-China, compared, 702, 703; no important native upper or middle class in Southeast Asia or Indonesia: why native elite stifled, 727; China: economic gap between upper level and workers, 758 ff.; her class structure, 769-71; Japan, 853-55; see also Race; Social structure

Clifford, Sir Hugh, 349

Climate, Africa and the Near East, 14-28 passim, 71, 75, 80, 274 ff., 335; China, 50, 51, 56, 732; India, 28; Japan, 63; South America, 80, 87, 175, 229, 234, 243; Southeast Asia and Indonesia, 36, 43, 654, 667

Cloth, importance in Africa, 343, 387, 443; her merchandizing system, 423

Clothing, Japan, 832-34

Coal, Africa, west and central, 331, 332; China, 58, 732, 749; India, 32, 34; Japan, 64; Latin America, 85, 87, 89, 178, 265; Siberia, 67

Cochin China, Indo-China, 660, 661, 700 ff.

Cocoa, production, Africa, 341, 342; price agreement: cooperatives, 350; Gold Coast "hold-ups" and boycotts, 384, 392, 393

Coffee, Brazil, 250, 267; where first introduced, 496, 499

Colombia, natural conditions and resources, 82, 84, 85

Colonial Development and Welfare Acts, Britain, 400

Colonial Development Fund, 299

Colonies and colonial system, government and exploitation by Europeans, 6, 11; why colonial system on the way out, 8, 12, 452, 688; spreading ferment of revolt, 8, 13, 44, 688; those winning freedom not on either side of iron curtain, 9; reasons for importance of emergent powers, 10; countries which acquired possession of, and ruled through five centuries, 11; results of their rule: shifts in ownership, 11-13; discovery that white could not dominate white: subject peoples shackled, 12; Libya a loss as colony, 19; unmatched Dutch achievements in utilization of human resources, 44; political distribution, Africa, 71 f.; African primitive peoples unable to attain independence, 71; South American, under Spain and Portugal, 81; forces making for population growth among subject peoples, 168; indirect rule a technique of administration, 356 ff., 680; also executive veto, 362, 682, 690, 698, 713, 717; principal economic fact behind recent troubles in Africa and Asia, 451; handwriting on wall seen, 452; intensification of independence movements, 476; first definite break in imperialism, 519; swept by postwar tide of unrest and nationalism, 613;
Colleges and colonial system (Cont.)
two great areas where colonialism ex­
ists: causes, 659; the colonist's para­
dise, 667, 668; trend toward liquidation
of, 688; principle of cultural as­
simulation of colonial subjects, 703,
704, 710; Japanese victory over Russia
a symbol of revolt against European
domination, 705; in very essence op­
posed to self-government and equal­
ity, 710; why, as zones of actual or po­
tential revolution, they constitute
threat to world peace, 722, 724; how
revolts differ from civil wars: dangers
in colonial bloc of imperial states in
councils of nations, 724; U.S. virtually
a member of colonial bloc: reasons
for her policy toward revolutions,
725 f.; attitude of imperial powers
toward colonial nationalism, 725;
being alienated from imperial powers by
Dutch and French, 727; would world
be better served by continued subjec­
tion or self-government? 728;
probable objectives and results of lat­
er, 728 f.; see also under names of col­
onies, e.g., Burma; Congo; etc.; under
their geographical locations, e.g., Af­
rica; Asia, Southeast; and under ruling
countries; e.g., British Empire; France;
etc.

Colored peoples, life expectancy for
whites and, 123, 124; Portuguese ac­
cceptance of, 216; in eastern and south­
ern Africa, 319, 322, 324, 325 (popula­
tion table, 281); resistance to segrega­
tion: political education and action,
327; see also under races, e.g., Negroes
Color printing, Japan, 859
Columbus, Christopher, 81
Commander of the Faithful, title with
the caliphate, 425
Common-law marriages, 173
Communal warfare, India, 644-51 passim
Communism, earlier idealistic aspects
dissolving, 10; U.S. fear of: no tend­
ency toward, in revolutionary regimes
in Southeast Asia and Indonesia, 726
Communists, Algeria, 454; India, 617,
620, 621, 638, 639, 643; Malaya, 698,
726; Indo-China, 706 f., 709, 726;
China, 808 f., 812
Compadre-comadre tie, 171 f.
Concession System, west and central
African lands, 339, 345-51 passim, 378;
where European-held lands are larg­
est, 346
Confucianism, 675, 701, 775, 798 f., 843
Congo, Belgian, 11, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 397,
331-404 passim; map, 333; area, popu­
lation, table, 337; lead in foreign and
local industries, 343; Concession Sys­
tem developed in, 345, 347; political
administration, 366, 365; education,
375; character of self-determination
as practiced in, 389; see also entries
under Africa, west and central
Congo, Middle, 331-404 passim; map,
333; area, population, table, 337
Congo Basin, 80
Congress Belge, Huileries du, 347
Congress Socialist Party, India, 611, 637,
643
Conselheiro, Antonio (Anthony the
Counselor), 237
Constantinople, 478
Consumer power, Mestizo America, 190,
191, 199 f., 202
Contemporary events that will make en­
during mark on history, 3-10
Contraception, 112, 127, 141
Cooperatives, Africa, 350
Copper, West Africa's deposits the
greatest: effect in U.S., 74; Latin
America and U.S., table, 82
Corn, Argentina's exports largest, 86
Cornwallis, Lord, 531, 556
Corée, Japan, 815
Cotton, 19, 235, 250, 267, 280, 304, 535,
732; see also Textile industry
“Courts, Native”: Africa, 357
Court systems, European, in Near East,
492; Japan, 865
Cow, Hindu attitude toward, 576
Cowboy (gauchO) of Brazil, 246-48
Craft guilds, 422, 837
Crafts, see Arts and crafts
Creole culture, 167
Crime, Burma's high rate: reasons for,
688
Criollismo, mestizo culture, 166
Cripps, Sir Stafford, first Mission and
Offer to India: effects, 633 ff., 636, 640,
644; postwar Cabinet Mission, 642 ff.,
651
Crops, see Agriculture; and products,
e.g., Cotton; Rice; etc.
Crusades, 471, 511, 513
Cuba, natural conditions and resources,
82, 83; sugar, 239
Cults, fetish, 241
Culture, potentialities for trouble in clash of cultures, 9; influence upon population trends, 98, 109, 118, 122, 126, 143, 152; reactions of fertility and mortality to, 111, 141; extent of prevailing mortality dependent upon organization of, 117; high mortality in countries that fail to modernize, 130; Latin-American distinguished from Anglo-American, 257 ff.; influence of Near East Arabs in the arts of peace, 480; principle of cultural assimilation of colonial subjects, 703, 704, 710

Africa: clash between European and native cultures in south and east, 271-74; a common civilization emerging, 324, 325; extent of appeal to Africans, of European culture, 387; British policy of self-determination, 388, 389; French, of assimilation, 389; Belgian policy, 389; African art, music, folklore, 306; events that aid evaluation of Africa's acculturation, 440 ff.

— Asia, Southeast, and Indonesia: a true culture area, amazing diversity, 655, 662 ff.

— Brazil: one basic pattern, specialized regional versions, 226; the six cultural areas, 228; patterns of life in Amazon Valley, 231, 232-34; African culture elements and fetish cults, 240-42; patterns in extreme south: European immigrant and Luso-Brazilian, 245 ff.; three local folk cultures: supplanted by Brazilian version of modern machine-age culture, 249; centers of intellectual study and research, 249, 251; Brazilian, characterized by framework of basic cultural uniformity, 257; distinguished from Spanish American, 258 ff.

— China, 761 ff., 775 ff., 786 ff., 797-805, 811

— India, 595 f.

— Japan, 814-18, 834 ff., 845 ff., 858-63

— Mestizo America, 156, 158, 163, 165-73; its derivation, 158, 164, 166-70, 181, 209, 210; Indian, 162, 163 f., 166; Modern Latin American, 166; similarities and differences between western and mestizo, 167 ff.; salient aspects of institutions and customs, 170-73; intellectual influences, 170, 209 f.; culturally defined indices of the standard of living, 193, 198 ff.; reasons for underdevelopment of bourgeois cultural traits, 204

— Near East (see entries under East, Near; Moslems)
— see also Education; Language; etc.

Cunha, Euclides de, 237; quoted, 247
Curango, refineries in, 85
Curzon, Lord, 606
Cyprus, island, 23, 485
Cyrus the Great, 537

Dahomey, 331; map, 333; area, population, table, 336
Daily Comet, The, 394, 397
Daily Mirror, London, 397
Dakar and dependencies, 331; area, population, table, 336; color bar, 379; conference at, 399
Dalhousie, Governor-General, 601
Damascus, Syria, 508, 516, 518
Dancing, Brazil, 226, 241, 252, 262; China, 804
D'Arcy, monopoly on petroleum, 26
Dark Ages, the oncoming, 4
Data, statistical, see Vital statistics
Davis, Kingsley, 104, 105, 143, 148, 149; quoted, 134
Dead Sea, 508, 509
Death, see Mortality
Decatur, Stephen, 410
Declaration of Independence, India: excerpt, 618
Delafosse, quoted, 389
Delhi, India, capital shifted to, 608
Delta Church, 391
Democracy, extent of political, in Mestizo America, 205, 206, 207; inequalities that are barriers to social, 224; Brazil's basis for social, 270; possible for Near East? 493; Siam's hope for development of, 690, 693; whether a double standard: suppressed in own dependencies by nations professing principles of, 723; Japanese fear of, 873
Demographic cycle, modern, 109-12; its phases, 112-15; factors, 115-42; mortality, 115-20; life expectancy, 120-23; infant mortality, 123-26; fertility, 126-31; migration, 131-37; urbanization, 137-42
Denmark, population trends, 131
Derkawa, brotherhood, 431, 432
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Desert regions, in Africa, 14, 15, 76; Near and Middle East, 21, 25, 490, 501, 507, 517, 521, 525, 537; China, 51, 52; Brazil, 236; Sahara, 405, 406, 412, map, 407; modern road and methods of crossing, 490

Diagne, M. Blaise, 365, 379

Diamonds, Africa, 73, 74, 78, 79, 300, 301, 332, 351; Brazil, 239, 253, 254; four countries producing most: third largest gem, 332

Dias, Goncalves, 217

Dictators, Latin American, 206, 264

Dictatorships, Fascistic: no signs of, in Southeast Asia or Indonesia, 726

Diet, see Food supplies, diets

"Direct Action Day" of Muslim League, 644, 646

Diseases of childhood, 125; most formidable, in Mestizo America, 194, 195; in Brazil, 221; causes and high incidence, Africa, 316 f., 339, 340; Near East, 471, 528; India, 579, 597; China, 740 f.; see also Health and medical care

Disney, Walter, 263

Disraeli, Benjamin, 532

"Distance pollution" by out-castes, 570

Divorce, China, 800, 801

Dominican Republic, 83, 92

Dominions of India and Pakistan, Act creating, 646; see India; Pakistan

Double sex standard, 173, 258

Doughty, Charles M., 21

Drama, China, 803, 805

Droughts, excessive: in northeast Brazil, 234; effects, 236; government efforts to forestall, 237

Dumas, Alexandre, 802

Dutch control of the East Indies, 43, 44, 654-92 passim, 710-27; (see entries under Indonesia; Netherlands)

East, Edward M., 142

East, Far: population, 94, 99, 105, 139, 149 f.; migration, 135; rural-urban differentials, 139; peoples controlling trade route to, 479; see also countries in, e.g., China; India

East, Near (or Middle): region, people, resources, economy, 14-28 passim, 461-547; world importance, with maps, 25, 473-81; rural-urban differentials, 139; political units and associated territories, 461, 483 ff., tables, 464, 484 f.; geographical and historical setting, with maps and tables, 461-73, 474 f.; cell unit of political organization and its control, 461; once center of world's finest civilization, 462, 480; forms of government, table, 404; area, population, tables, 404, 507, maps, 467, 475; foreign trade, table, 465; group organization and its causes, 468; European encroachment, 468, map, 469; world religions produced in, 470, 507, 508, 541; poverty and disease, 471; one of world's richest petroleum centers, 473, 500; countries with a stake in oil development, 473; technological development, map, 475; Arab conquest, 478; early Far East trade: now victims of Western trade organization, 479; technology and organization, 481-83; present disorganization, 483-93; group splintering within political units, 486 ff., table, 488; component states, 493-544; those on southern rim of Arabian peninsula, 493-500; from rags to riches: when and how, 500; Arabia, 500-506; five "courtyard" states, 506-29; earliest traces of civilization, 507, 525; Palestine, 508-11; Lebanon, 511-16; capitulations that made European exploitation of, possible, 513; Syria, 516-20; Transjordan, 520-24; Iraq, 524-29; Egypt, 529-35; Iran, 535-44; see also under names, e.g., Arabia; Palestine; etc.

Eastern Indonesia, 718

East India Company, 591, 600; beginning, 550; unlimited plunder of India: monopoly ended, 551; education policy, 595; mutiny in army of, 599; military policy, 602

East Indies, see Indonesia

Eastern Nigeria Guardian, The, 383, 394

Ebobé, Félix, policy, 359, 379, 389

Economist, The, 399

Economy, colonies may become competitors of European and American, 8; importance of economic factors as determinants of family limitation, 151; continuance of colonial system in Latin America, 174; African natives, 342, 344 f., 414 f.; dual, of Southeast Asia and Indonesia, 664-72, 695, 718 f.; claim that poverty and low standards reduce potential prosperity, an argument for economic indivisibility of
the world, 729; China, 743-61, 809; Japan, 807-73; see also Industry: Natural resources and economy; and under names of countries, e.g., Africa; etc.

Ecuador, natural conditions, resources, 82, 85, 87

Education, Mestizo America, 165, 195, 209 f.; Brazil, 217, 224, 249, 251, 268 f.; Africa: South and East, 293, 312-15, 321; West and Central, 360-77, 390-401; Koranic schools, 371, 375, 432, 482, 674; Moslem system, North Africa, 432 f., 437; opportunities withheld by French, 446; but given their own youth, 447; Near East countries, 482, 489, 506, 510, 519; India, 595, 604; Southeast Asia and Indonesia, 672-75, 689; China, 781, 786-96; focused on past, 787, 788; modern, 788-91, 801 ff.; mass education, 791-93; Japan, 861-63

Efficiency, industrial: China, 756

Efron, David, George Soule, Norman T. Ness, and, quoted, 197

Egypt, desert, 16; region, people, resources, economy, 19-21, 25, 464, 519-35; oil production, 28; population, 108, 124, 464; Moslem intellectuals, 447 f.; a land of bewildering contrasts, 461; political structure, 464, 529, 531; foreign trade, 465 f.; a Near East political unit. 484; "Mixed Courts," 492; how people kept united by irrigation system, 504; poverty, 529, 531; dominance by landowning classes, 530, 531; westernization and progress in alleviating conditions, 531-35 passim; Suez Canal: control by British, 532; religious and racial groups, 533 f.

Electric-power potential, see Water power

El-Fassi, Abdelkebir El-Fihri, 457

Elizabeth, Queen of England, 550

El-Kabbaj, Abdeljilil, 457

Elphinstone, Lord, quoted, 602

Emigration, see Migration

Engel's Origin of the Family, 802

English language, teaching of, in Africa, 376

Epidemics, see Diseases

Equatorial Africa, French: the four colonies of, 331; see also Africa, west and central

Eritrea, 76, 77; a Near East political unit, 485

Erragragui, Abdellah, 458

Escola Nacional de Agronomia, 269

Espírito Santo, state, Brazil, 221; map, 227; the land, resources, people, 248-53

Ethiopia, 71, 76, 77 f.; effects of Italian occupation, 78; a Near East political unit, 485

Etiquette, Japan, 827 f., 840-42, 845, 860

Euphrates, river, 21, 517

Eurasia, 11

Eurasians, legal status: citizenship, 658

Europe, long peace based on balance of power: government and exploitation of colonial possessions, 6; relations between native peoples and Europeans, 6, 7, 8 (see entries under European countries, e.g., France; and under their colonies and dependencies, e.g., Congo); exploitation of own workers, 7; why Pax Europe ended in 1914: actions that led to revolt of subject peoples, 8; resulting threat to economic system, 8; to cultural unity under influence of, 9; regions of population concentration, 99 f.; population trends, with tables, 100, 101, 104, 108, 130, 148, 149; vital statistics, 102; causes of heavy natural increase, 118; life expectancy, 121, 122; infant mortality, 124; emigration from, 131 ff., 219 f., 245 f.; internal migration, 133 f.; great cities, 138; Moslem penetration into, 478, 479

Executive veto, 362, 682, 690, 698, 713, 717

Export farming, see Agriculture

Export-Import Bank, U.S., 253

Examinations, imperial, China, 787, 788 f.

Exports, see Trade

Face, maintenance of, Japan, 838, 840, 843, 844, 851, 852, 853

Family, restriction on size, 112, 116, 140, 141, 151 f.; Latin American organization and institutions, 171-73, 258, 261; almost a cult of, in Brazil, 261; causes of breakdown among native Africans, 296; clan, their unit of, 321 f.; Berber family and kinship organization, 417; as social unit in Near East, 501, 514; India's system, 571-74; China's, 761-66, 803, 809; Japan's, 845-53; names: adoption, 846; see also Children: Marriage
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Famine lands and reservoirs of poverty, 115
Famines, India, 559, 605, 618
FAO Mission for Greece, Report, 145
Far East, see East, Far
Faris Bey Al-Khour of Syria, 519
Farming, see Agriculture
Far West, The, Moroccan territory, 435
"Far West," region of Brazil, 253-57; government plans for exploration and development of, 256
Fasi, Ahmad el, 454
Fate, belief in, 843
Father-children and father-son relationship, China, 761, 762, 763, 765, 780, 803, 809
Fawcett, C. B., cited, 99, 100
Fecundity, relation between fertility and, 126; see also Fertility
Federal District, Brazil, 221
Federal Security Agency, 94
Federal Territories, Brazil, 227, 228
Fei, H. T., 747
Feisal, government of Iraq by, 528
Ferdinand and Isabella of Spain, 410
Fertility, patterns of, 111; beginning of decline, 112; as factor in population replacement, 113, 126-31; fallen below fecundity: limitations surrounding procreation, 127; birth-rate figures the available measure of, 128, 131; their division into broad classes, 128; group differences, 131; migrants' cultural patterns of high, 136; decline in, an accompaniment to urbanization, 140; attempts to control patterns, 150 ff.; Javanese, 668; see also Birth
Fertilizers, 84, 145, 181
Fetish cults, 241
Feudalism, Japan's transition from, 853, 867 ff., 872
Fez, Morocco, 425, 445
Filia piety, China, 761, 762
Firestone Company, 341, 347
Folklore, Brazilian, 233, 262; African, 306
Fondo de Cultura Económica, 210
Food and Agriculture Organization, U.N., 94, 144
Food supplies, diets: effect upon population growth, 99, 106, 119, 144; predictions re future supplies: increases needed, 144; Mestizo America's needs and production, 180, 196-98; Brazilian diets and food habits, 224, 233, 240, 244, 261, 267; her potentialities as one of greatest food producers, 267; Africa, west and central, 334; Asia, Southeast, and Indonesia, 665; China, 739 f., 805; Japan, 820, 826, 827, 829; her cuisine, and etiquette governing serving of meals, 827 f.; see also Standard of living
Foot-binding, 781
Ford, Henry, 45
Foreign investments in, and exploitation of, Latin America, 178, 183, 189, 206, 210, 253; shift of land holdings from family to foreign holders, 184 ff.; preventive medicine in concessions, 195
Foreign trade, see Trade
Formosa, location, resources, economic role, 56, 57; population, 100, 105, 106; sugar production, 826
Forsyth, quoted, 133
Fortaleza, Brazil, 236
Foundation of central Brazil, 256
France, colonial empire, 11, 13, 16, 331; energy resources, 18; population trends, 125, 128, 130, 134; selective immigration, 134; Brazilian colony, 214; territories and administration in Africa, 331, 333, 336 f. (see also entries under Africa, west and central); policy of direct rule in African colonies, 358 ff., 363 ff.; racial relations there, 378 ff., 383; policy of assimilation, 389; departments and protectorates in north Africa, 405-60 passim (see also Algeria; Morocco; Tunisia); relations between Moslems and: faulty system and resulting independence movements, 440-58 (see entries under Morocco); bullying use of military force, 440, 451, 516, 705, 706, 710; four basic mistakes by, 451; penetration and influence in Near East, 511, 512, 513, 515, 518, 519; forced to leave Syria, 519; impress of culture on Egypt, 534; on Iran, 543; control of, and influence in, Indo-China, 654-727 passim (see entries under Indo-China); Siam's relations with, 662; war against Republic of Viet Nam, 708; insistence that warfare in dependencies is a matter of domestic concern only, 724; is alienating colonial peoples from imperial powers, 727
Freedom, equal, of spacial and social movement, 6; absence of national,
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anywhere, a threat to peace and everywhere, 729
Freedom language, official in Haiti, 157; teaching of, in Africa, 376, 446
Freyre, Gilberto, 216, 223, 225, 240, 257, 263; quoted, 217, 226
Frontier country and conditions, Brazil, 254
Fruit companies' concessions, health care in, 196
Fuller, Sir Bampfylde, 606
Fushan Coal Mines, 734
Gabon, 331; map, 333; area, population, table, 337
Gambia, 71, 72, 331, 333; area, population, table, 336
Ghadr (Revolt) Party, 609
Ghandi, Mohandas K., forebears: career, 610; doctrine of non-violence, 610 f., 613 f.; stand against discrimination, 610, 618; understanding of people and conditions, 612, 613; civil disobedience movements, 614 f., 618-20, 632, 649; arrests: imprisonments, 615, 619, 620; attention given social problems, 616; Muslim distrust of, 624, 625; against Congress interference with princes, 630; during World War II crisis, 632, 633, 636 f., 640
GAPI (Indonesian Political Union), 714, 715
Garden of Eden, 524
Gauche, or cowboy, of Brazil, 246-48
Gaille, Charles de, 455
Gautier, Emile Felix, 447
Geisha, Japan, 850
Gem stones, 40
Geografia da Fome, A (de Castro), 267
Geographical factors, population trends not dependent on, 95
Geopolitik, 52
Gerindo, Indonesian party, 714
Germany, colonies, 12, 13; population trends, 125
German settlers in Brazil, 245 f.
Ghadr (Revolte) Party, 609
Ghazi, Mohamed, 455, 457
Gillin, John, 257
Ginling's Women's College, Nanking, 806
Glass, D. V., 147, 151
Gnawa, brotherhood, 431
Go-between in Japanese negotiations, 848, 851 f.
Gobi Desert, 51
Godparent relationship, 261
Gods and goddesses, China, 776 ff.
Goethe, 802
Goias, state, Brazil, 212, 265, 267, 269; map, 227; the land, resources, people, 253-57
Gold, production and mining, Africa, 73, 78, 300 ff. passim, 332, 351 (table, 74); Latin America, 82, 90; Brazil, 239, 253, 254
Gold Coast, 72, 75, 331-404 passim; map, 333; area, population, table, 336; mineral resources and profits of foreign monopolies, 351
Gold Coast Handbook, 387
Gold Coast Legislative Council, excerpts, 351 f.
Goldie, Sir George, 356, 358
Gomez, President of Venezuela, 206
Good Hope, Cape of, 271-330 passim; map, 273; see also Africa, east and south; South Africa, Union of
Goodrich, Carter, 132
Gorer, Geoffrey, 379
Gorki, Maxim, 802
Government, see Political structure, administration
Government ownership, the goal of state socialism, 687
Graft and levies, China, 759
Great Britain, see British Empire
Great East (eastern Indonesia), 718
Great Rift Valley, 278
Greece, need for modernization and reduction of population, 145
Grindlay and Co., 552
Guana-baraya Bay, Brazil, 252
Guarani, language, 168
Guianas, the, 87 f., 90
Guids, craft, 422, 837
Guinea, French, 331-404 passim; map, 333; table, 336
— Portuguese, 71, 72, 73, 331-404 passim, 378; map, 333; table, 337
— Spanish, 331-404 passim; map, 333; table, 337
Guinea Coast, 80
Habas of Moslem mosques, 433 f., 437, 443
Haciendas, land and agriculture, 181 ff.
Hadhramant, valley, 495, 496, 498, 499
Haile Selassie, 78
Hailey, Lord, quoted, 288
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Haiti, 92, 157
Halifax, Lord, 556, 617
Handicraft industries, see Industry
Harems, 693, 703
Harijans, 628; see Untouchables
Haroun Al Rashid, Caliph, 511
Harris, J. S., quoted, 375
Harris, William Wade, 392
Harris Christians, 392
Hatta, U.-P. of Java, 720
Hausa Africans, 354, 357, 385, 390, 398
Health and medical care, effect upon population trends, of public health provisions, 115; survival-values in relationship between environment and, 116; application of biological sciences to problem of, 118; effect of 18th century public health movement, 119; childhood diseases eradicated, 125; standards and conditions in Mestizo America, 193-96; medical training, 195, 209; Brazil, 221, 267; Africa, 294, 316-18, 339 ff.; Near East, 471, 497, 504, 510, 514, 519, 528, 540; India, 579, 597; China, 739-41
Heartland, heart of, 52
Heaven and hell, Chinese, 778
Herskovits, M. J., 731
Hesperis, 447
Hevea brasiliensis, latex-yielding plant, 45
Hidalgo, Mexican priest, 208
Highways, Brazil, 229, 248, 255, 268; Morocco, 448; Near East, 518, 540; China, 806
Himalaya Mountain System, 36
Hinden, Rita, 351
Hinduism, religious beliefs and customs, 574-76, 646; movements for reform of caste system and, 594; social functions, 646
Hindu Kush Mountains, 24
Hindus, economic development and rivalries of Muslims and, summarized, 647 ff.
Hindustan (Dominion of India), split between Pakistan and, 35
History, contemporary events that will make enduring mark on, 3-10
Hitler, Adolf, 52
Hitti, Philip K., 4617, 477
Ho Chi-Minh (Nguyen Ai Quoc), Indo-Chinese leader; president of Republic of Viet Nam, 706 ff., 727
Hofmeyr, quoted, 326
Holidays, China, 803
Holland, see Netherlands
Holy Land for three religions, 507, 508
Holy Moslems and their seats, 425, 430; holy month, 427
Home industry, China, 748
Hospital facilities, Mestizo America, 194; discrimination in Africa, 317
Houses, peasant and labor, in eastern and southern Africa, 293, 318-21, slum conditions, 319; homes of the wealthy in north African cities, 420; China's modernization, 806; Japan, 829-32; heating: sanitation, 831; compulsory cleaning, 815
Hsin Min Pao, excerpt, 782
Humanism, influence in Latin America, 170, 209, 210, 257
Human progress, determinants of, 92
Hume, Allan Octavian, 603
Husband-wife relationship, China, 761, 762, 763, 765
Hussein, King of the Hijaz, 503, 509, 520, 526, 528
Huts, Africa, 293, 318
Hydroelectric power, see Water power
Hygiene and sanitation, in Mestizo America, 195, 196; Brazil, 222; Africa, 294, 316, 318, 340; Japan, 831, 835; see also Health and medical care
Ibn Sand, see Abdul Aziz Ibn Sand
Ibo Africans, 355, 386, 398
Ideographs, 858
Illegitimate children, 173, 216
Illiteracy, see Education
Immigration, see Migration
Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd., 590
Imperial states, colonial bloc in council of nations, 724; international policies, 724, 725; colonial peoples being alienated from, 727
Imperial University, Kyōto, 861
I.N.A. (“Indian National Army”), 641 f., 643
Inca Indians, 168, 176, 177, 183
Incomes, Mestizo American budgets and, 202, 203; China, 753, 758; Japan, 854; see also Wages; Wealth
Independence Day, Indian, 618
Independence movements, see Nationalist movements
Independence Party, Morocco, see Istiqal
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India, region, people, 28 f.; natural resources: economic role, 28-35; agricultural productivity and problems, 29-31, 32; other sources of income, 31; potential industrial capacity and employment, 31 f., 67, 70, 91; economic effects of partition: threat of economic and social stagnation, 35; source of supply of food deficiencies, 37, 42; compared with China, 62; population trends, 99 f., 108, 118, 124, 140, 150, 597 f., tables, 100, 149; emigration, 135; cures for overpopulation, 135 f.; African nationalists influenced by, 395; Iran as safeguard of, 540, 542; imperial setting, 548-53; Mogul and British regimes, 548; map, 549; political divisions, 549; East India Company in, 550, 551, 591, 595, 599, 600, 602; economy linked to Britain's, and to European and world markets, 552; older structure of society in, 553-55, 559; pilgrimage centers, 554, 575; land systems, 553, 555-58; countryside, 555-83, 647; commercial agriculture, 558-60; rural economy today, 560-63; village organization, 563-69; functions of caste, 569-71, 593 f.; family, 571-74; religion, 574-77, 646; village administration, 577-79; tribespeople, 579-83; why becoming an agricultural country, 584; cities, 583-98; life and livelihood: industry, 583-87, 596; big business, 587-90; urban society, 590-97; classes: divisions in middle class: literary and other important families, 592 f.; rulers, ruling powers, and independence movements, 598-646; Rebellion of 1857, 598 f.; opening up of the economy, 598; political structure, 599 f., 603, 607, 612, 616, 622, 628 f.; Britain's search for friends, 600-602; stirrings of nationalism, 602 f.; 608 f., 612 ff.; formation of Indian National Congress, 603; of Muslim League, 606; World War I period, 608-10; increasing discontent, 608, 612-14; Gandhi's doctrine of non-violence, 610 f., 613 f.; civil disobedience movements, 614 f., 618-20, 624, 632, 649; decline and revival of the Congress, 615-18; uncontrollable in politics, 616, 627 f.; reaction to proposed Dominion Constitution for, 617; British-Indian Round Table Conferences, 517, 610, 620, 622, 625, 629, 635; Independence Day, 618; mass base for the Congress, 620-22; Congress in office, 623 f.; rebirth of Muslim League, 624-27, 649; its leader, 624; rule of princes in territory left to: political activity of the people, 628-30, 650; World War II crises, 630-33, 636-40; origins of Pakistan, 633-36; political propaganda for partition, 635; road to partition, 640-46, 649-51; communal antagonism and other problems; future prospects, 644-51; Act of Parliament creating Dominion of: formal partition, 646; market for Burmese exports, 669; forms of foreign governments derived from, 679; separation of Burma from, 681, 685; effect upon Burma of grant of autonomy to, 688

India, Dominion of, see Hindustan "Indian National Army" (I.N.A.), 641 f., 643

Indian National Congress, formation of: how received, 603 f.; during World War I, 608, 609; leadership of noncooperation campaign, 614; decline and revival, 615-18; "complete independence" creed: civil disobedience, 618; Government's efforts to disorganize, 620; left-wing mass base for, 620-22, 625; assumption of office: effect, 623 f.; Muslim reaction to neglect by, 624 ff.; break between their League and, 627; dissociated itself from British foreign policy, 630; attitude toward princely system, 630; during World War II, 630-40; postwar period preceding partition, 640-46, 649-51

Indians, East: emigration to other lands, 135; in eastern and southern Africa, 275, 279, 311, 319, 324, 325; commerce in hands of, 278; population, table, 281; cause of 1946 segregation legislation, 326; resistance to segregation: political education and action, 327, 328; campaigns against discrimination, 610, 628

— in Southeast Asia and Indonesia, 655, 656, 659, 661, 666-72 passim, 676, 684, 695-99 passim

— North American: sold as slaves, 410; lands taken from, 444

— South American: life and customs, 156, 157, 166; mestizo culture stemming from, 158, 164, 166, 168; accepted
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distinctions between whites and, 160, 162, 163; proportion in racial stocks, table, 161; terms for, 162; social and political status, 162 ff., 164; merging into mestizo population, 163, 164; the native-type cultures, 163, 166; economic function, 164; exploitation by Spanish conquerors, 168, 183, 188; native civilizations at time of conquest, 168; agricultural workers, 183; why uninteresting economically, 202; retarding influence of the economically excluded, 210; Brazilian, 214 f.; enslaved, 214; freed, 215; influence upon Brazilian culture, 215, 233, 259; miscegenation between whites and, 2, 16, 235; between Negroes and, 218; percentage in population, 222; "bleaching" process, 222; class position of caboclos, 223; brutal treatment of: debt slavery, 231; customs and beliefs, 233; tribes of untouched savages, 254; brutal treatment of: debt slavery, 231; customs and beliefs, 233; tribes of untouched savages, 254; Moslems compared with, 222; class position of caboclos, 223; brutal treatment of: debt slavery, 231; customs and beliefs, 233; tribes of untouched savages, 254; Moslems compared with, 222.

India office, 599, 600

Indies, East, or Netherlands, see Indonesia

Indirect rule, policy of, 356 ff., 680

Indivisibility of the world, economic and political: arguments for, 729

Indo-China, 36-41 passim; population, 37, 149, 656, 723; area, 37, 656; region, and their cultures, history, 654-64 passim; map, 657; colonial status, 658; history preceding conquest by French, 660 ff.; conquest by the Dutch, 667, 668; industry, 671; alienation of native land forbidden, 672; education, 672 ff.; religion, 675 ff.; social and political organization, 679, 710; reason for general trend toward state socialism, 692; nationalist movements, 710-17; political parties, policies, activities, 714; revolution begun: Japanese occupation and activities, 715 ff.; placed under interim control of Japanese: British breach of contract, 716; warfare with Dutch, 716, 721; Republic of Indonesia, 716, 718, 719; question of membership in United Nations, 717, 719; proposed Netherlands-Indonesia Union, 717, 719; Dutch negotiations and proposals: Cheribon Agreement, 717 ff.; war terminated through good offices of United Nations, 722; failure to gain support of U.S., 725

Industrial Conciliation Act, 309

Industrial Revolution, 107; parallel between effects of, and changes taking place in Africa, 312

Industry, effect of modern trends on course of empire, 12; China, 57 ff., 62, 743, 748-53, 758; Japan's progress, 64 ff., 66, 868; Asia, where major roles possible in, 67; Mestizo America, 85, 179, 190 ff., 192; secondary centers in countries with good prospects, 91; influence upon population trends, 130, 133, 134; Brazil's industrial region, 248-53; its capitals, 249, 251; manufactured products, 251; Africa, 300-312, 321 ff., 342 ff., 402, 451; labor market: industrial color ban, 304 ff.; labor and social welfare, 321 ff.; concept of division of

Indonesia (Netherlands Indies), area, 42, 656; economy, natural resources, 45-49, 664 ff.; region, people, and their cultures, history, of Southeast Asia and, 42-44, 654-64; population, 140, 149, 656, 722; converted to Islam: peoples controlling trade of, 479; world importance, 481; island domain and its resources: pilgrims to Mecca, 481; plea of Moslems before United Nations, 519; map, 657; colonial status: history of its subjugation, 659; conquest by the Dutch, 660; why most profitable dependency of region, 667, 668; industry, 671; alienation of native land forbidden, 672; education, 672 ff.; religion, 675 ff.; social and political organization and administration, 679, 710; reason for general trend toward state socialism, 692; nationalist movements, 710-17; political parties, policies, activities, 714; revolution begun: Japanese occupation and activities, 715 ff.; placed under interim control of Japanese: British breach of contract, 716; warfare with Dutch, 716, 721; Republic of Indonesia, 716, 718, 719; question of membership in United Nations, 717, 719; proposed Netherlands-Indonesia Union, 717, 719; Dutch negotiations and proposals: Cheribon Agreement, 717 ff.; war terminated through good offices of United Nations, 722; failure to gain support of U.S., 725
labor between industrial homelands and agricultural dependent areas found untenable: resulting troubles in colonies, 451; Iraq, 528; Egypt, 533, 535; Iran, 539; India, 583-86, 587, 596; centers of, 584, 586; concentration of control, 587; Bombay Plan, 589; Southeast Asia and Indonesia, 671 f.; home industry system of China, 748; U.S.: output: wage earners' share, 757; see also Technology

- handicraft: Africa, 396, 445, 480; India, 533, 550, 584, 611; China, 748 f. Infanticide, 728

Infant mortality, 123-26; countries with highest rates, 124; causes, 124, 125; lowered rates: diseases eradicated, 125; rates in Mestizo America and U.S., 195; in Brazil, 221; Africa, 317; China, 738

Inheritance, rule of, in China, 762 Institut des Hauts Etudes Bérberes, 447 Instituto Nacional de Estudos Pedagógicos, 224

Instituto Nacional do Pinho, 243 Instituto Scientifique Cherifien, 447

Intellectual influences, Latin America, 170, 200 f., 249, 251, 268

Inter-American Affairs, Office of, U.S., 195

Interbreeding and intermarriage common in Latin America, 160, 163, 173, 216 ff., 222 ff., 260; rare between Christians and Moslems, 448

International Conference on Nutrition, Third, 197

International order, peaceful: whether possible without international democracy, 724; influence of the policies and colonial bloc of imperial states, 724

International Tin Committee, 39, 75

Iqbal, Sir Muhammad, 595, 635

Iran, region, people, resources, economy, 24, 25, 535-44; reasons for drift into main current of world affairs, 24; petroleum: countries exploiting oil, 24, 26-28; barriers to international trade, 70; area, population, 404; political structure, 404, 543; foreign trade, 465 f.; regional tie with Russia, 466; a Near East political unit, 484; European courts abolished, 492; unity prevented by geographical setting, 537; an agricultural country, 538; transportation system, 539 f.; as safeguard of India, 540, 542; revolution of 1906, 541; how different from the Arab countries, 541; disunifying factors: racial and religious groups, 541 f.; external powers, 542 ff.

Iraq, region, people, resources, economy, 21 f., 25, 506, 524-29; oil production, 26, 27, 38; area, population, tables, 464, 507; political structure, 464, 520; foreign trade, 465 f.; ancient system of irrigated agriculture, 481, 524; resulting organization, 482; a Near East political unit, 484; group splintering, Moslem and non-Moslem population, 486, table, 488; admitted to League of Nations, 524; advances under government of Feisal, 528 f.

Iron resources, 17, 60 f., 65, 83, 89, 90, 734

Irrawaddy Valley, Burma, 36

Irrigated agriculture, 19, 20, 482, 503, 504, 524, 530, 538

Islam, influence in Africa, 368, 369, 370, 409; Moslem schools, 371, 375, 432, 482, 674; 1000 years in Sudan, 386; religious beliefs and observances, 425 ff., 448, 480; holy month of Ramadhan, 427; Near East countries in which state religion, 462; origin and influence in Near East, 470, 476, 500, 507; number of followers, 476; where predominant, 477 (map, 518); inherent militancy: proselytizing success, 478 f.; most successful religion in demolishing barriers of race, creed, nationality, 480; toleration toward other religions, 487; Palestine a Holy Land for, 508; disunifying influences within itself, 518; India's reinterpreters of, 595; social functions, 646; Asia, Southeast, and Indonesia, 674, 675, 676, 685; see also Moslems; Muslims

Ispahani, Calcutta house of, 589

Istiglal (National Independence Party), Morocco, 450, 454; Documenten, 449; excerpt, 455; Proclamation text, 456-58

Italy, colonial empire, 12, 19; population trends, 125; Tripoli once a province of, 405 (see also Tripoli)

Ivory Coast, 71, 331-404 passim; map, 333; table, 336

Jaffe, A. J., 140

Jains of Gujarat, 587, 588

Ja Ja, King of Nigeria, 356

James, Preston, quoted, 246
Japan, pre-war situation, 8, 9; status after Russian-Japanese War, 13; effects upon Asiatic countries, of encroachments or occupation by, 37, 46, 62, 63, 68, 688, 692, 694, 697, 707 f., 715 ff.; trade with Manchuria, 56, 57; region, people, resources, economy, 63-67, 814-75; had gone far in solution of problems: economy shattered by militarism, 63, 87; successor to, 67; population, 99, 108, 113, 114, 120, 123, 822-25, 826, 827, tables, 148, 824, 825, map, 819; emigration, 135; urbanization, 138, 139; French cooperation with, in Indo-China, 707; Indonesia placed under interim control of, 716; MacArthur and the American occupation, 814, 817, 85072, 86272, 86772, 873; imperative for Americans to understand Japanese society, 814; early history, 814-16; alien influences, 815, 817; modern period, 816-73; culture patterns: homogeneity, 818; geography: climate, 818-21; diet, 820, 827, 829; natural resources, 820; land and people, 825-29; trade, 826; food consumption: cuisine, 827 ff.; houses, 829-32; clothing, 832-34; neighborhood customs, 834-40; etiquette, 840-42, 845, 860; morality, 842-45; family customs, 845-53; social classes, 853-55; feudal order, 853, 867 ff., 872; religion, 855-58; mission to extend divine rule to all the world, 856, 857; Restoration (1864-68), 857, 866, 867, 870; writing and books, 858 f.; fine arts, 859-61; planned society: major tool of control, 861 f.; education, 861-63; politics and governance, 863-67; Emperor, 865; “police state,” 864; military control, 864, 869; economic organization, 867-73; transition from feudal order, 867 ff., 872

Japanese, emigration to other lands, 135; bodily appearance: racial derivation, 821 f.; belief in their divine descent, 845, 856; incapable of sense of sin, 845, 857; treatment of aliens, 845; brutality of soldiers and police: tension and insecurity, 851; omnivorous readers, 859

Java, region: people, 42, 43; importance under Dutch administration, 43, 44; natural resources and economic role, 44-49 passim; products compared with those of Philippines, 48 f.; population, 100, 108, 723; reservoir of cheap labor, 688; government, 712, 720; armed rebellion, 713; Dutch proposals for, 718; most densely inhabited region, 722

Jefferson, M., 138

Jews in North Africa, 409, 412, 434 (table, 439); thrown out of Spain: refuge in Morocco, 410; origin and influence of Judaism in Near East, 470, 507; Zionist program, 470; Turks welcomed as liberators, 478; Arab-Jewish problem in Palestine, 487, 509, 510; Agency in Palestine, 402; Holy Land of, 508; number in Near East, 509 (table, 488); demands for inclusion of Transjordan in Jewish state, 524

Jidda, Saudi Arabia, 502

Jinnah, Mohamed Ali, president of Muslim League, 624 ff., 634, 635, 638, 640, 644

Joao VI of Portugal, 21972

Johannesburg, So. Africa, slums, 320

Joint Committee on Closer Union in East Africa, 187

Jordan River, 22, 509

Judaism, see Jews

Juin, General, 454

Kailan Mining Company, 732

Kairwan, Tunisia, 425

Kang Yu-wei, 789

Kapital, Das (Marx), 802

Katanga, Comite Special du, 347

Kemal Pasha, 616

Kenya Colony, 76, 271-330 passim; map, 273; area, population, table, 281; see also Africa, east and south

Khan, Sir Syed Ahmed, Muslim leader, 594, 603 ff., 635

Khilafat movement, India, 612, 614, 615

Kibangu, Simon, 301 f.

King, Gregory, 103

Kingship, African, 355 f.; divinity of, 692 f., 701, 702, 815, 856, 857, 863

Kingwilliamstown, South Africa, textile factory, 310

Kinship, ceremonial, 171, 172, 261; long-range, in Brazil, 258, 261; clan the unit of, in African society, 352 f.; among Berbers, 417; Arab loyalty of, 501; India's joint family, 572

Kirghiz, Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic, 51
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Kivu, Comité National du, 347  
Knibbs, G. H., 105  
Koran, basic in Moslem learning, 432  
Koranic schools, Moslem, 371, 375, 432, 482, 674  
Korea, 99  
Krim, Abd el, 452, 454  
Kuczynski, R. R., 103, 127, 142  
Kuomintang, or Nationalist Party, China, 772, 774, 789, 807, 809, 811  
Kurdistan, mountains of, 21  
Kuwait, 464, 494; a Near East political unit, 485  

Labonne, Erick, 454  
Labor, exploitation of European, 7; slave and forced, in colonies, 12  
— Africa, 282-97, 304-23 passim; agricultural workers, 282, 284, 288 ff.; migrants, 294 ff.; wage rates, 295, 308, 341; miners, 296, 318, 321, 341; absorption of natives: industrial color ban, 304 ff.; impressment and industrial conscription: legal controls and penalties, 305 ff., 325; extent of participation in social welfare legislation, 321 ff., government training of artisans, 321; land alienations a means of recruiting low-paid natives, 346; trade unions, 392, 397; strikes, boycotts, political action, becoming important, 392, 393, 397, 399  
— Asia, Southeast, 667, 668, 669, 670, 697, 698, 705  
— Brazil, 88, 214; use of Indians, 214 f.; of Negro slaves, 215 ff.; seminomadic, in search of security, 230 f., 236, 237; vaqueiros on cattle ranches, 235; migratory, on sugar plantations, 239  
— China, 743; relative efficiency and income of Chinese and American workers, 756 f.; earnings, 757 ff.  
— India: landless-laborer class, 562; basic agricultural force, 566; textile workers, 585; urban occupations and wages, 586, 587; class from which recruited, 596; birth of labor and peasant movements, 612; strikes, 612, 620; influence and activities of trade unions, 617, 620 f.  
— Japan, 66, 868 ff.  
— Mestizo America, 85, 182, 183, 185, 188; wages, 189, 199, 203; rise of organizations: government programs and laws in behalf of, 192; example of living and expenditures pattern, 200 ff.  
— Near East: cheapness of human labor, 497, 529  
Ladino culture, 167  
Lampeão (da Silva), 238  
Land, basic ratio of population to, 98, 99; need for increased cultivation, 145; agricultural and land problems, Mestizo America, 180-88; connection between ownership and social status, 180, 183, 187, 203; land-tenure system: monopolization, 182 ff.; inequitable distribution, statistics, 186; steps toward coping with problem, 186, 187 f.; African systems: reserves in eastern and southern, 276-330 passim (see also Reserves); Concession System in western and central, 339, 345-52 passim, 378; methods by which acquired, 442 ff.; India's systems, 553, 555-58; concentration of landed property: resulting rural economy, 560-63; caste status associated with, 568; effect upon tribespeople, 581, 582; lost by natives in Southeast Asia, 669, 672; alienation forbidden in Indonesia, 672; China, 731; utilization, 743-48; ownership, 745 ff.; taxation, 759; adjustment between population and, 762; Japanese holdings, 871  
Lang, Olga, 754, 763, 764, 802, 803  
Languages, Mestizo America, 157, 165, 168; Brazil, 226, 233, 245, 250; those used in Africa, 354, 409, 410, 446, 449; taught in African schools, 376, 388, 400, 446; Near East, 486, 489, 509, 514, 536; Hebrew and English made official in Palestine, 509; India, 580; Southeast Asia and Indonesia, 663, 664; written, of Japan, 858  
Laos, Indo-China, 661, 700 ff.  
Laoust, educational activities of, 447  
Las Casas, monk, 108  
Latex-yielding plant, Hevea brasiliensis, 45  
Latifundio (land monopolization), 182  
Latin America, Spanish and Portuguese rule, 12; country, people, resources, economy, 80-90 (chart, 69); similarity and differences between parts of Africa and, 80 f.; New World partitioned between Spain and Portugal,
Latin America (Continued)
81, 213; possibilities for industrialization, 85; population trends, 99, 102, 106, 148; table, 101; migration into, 132, 134; selective immigration, 134.
— Brazil, 212-70 (see entries under Brazil)
— Mestizo America, 156-211; culture, 156, 158, 165-73, 257 ff.; the people, racial stocks: population figures, 157, 158, 160-65 (table, 161); languages, 157, 165, 168; republics predominantly mestizo, map, 159; education, 165, 195, 209 f.; colonial exploitation and economy, 168, 174, 183; religion: the Roman Catholic Church, 171, 172, 183 f., 207-9, 257; class structure, 173, 192, 203-5; natural resources, economy, 174-93; opportunities for wealth and exploitation in, appraised, 174 ff.; variety and diversity of natural conditions reflected in organization of human life, 176; industry, 179, 180 f., 192; land and agricultural problems, 180-88; monopolies, 182 ff., 191, 206, 210; political revolution as solution of agrarian problem: provisions for government expenses, 188; minerals, metals, mining, 188 f. (chart, 69); role in world economic affairs as producer of raw materials, 180; burgeoning business class, 191 f.; standards of living, 193-203; incomes and budgets, 202, 203; political structure, 205-7; imperialists replaced by mestizo revolutionists, 727
Lao She, 802
La Tour, Colonel de, 452
Law, and legal procedure in Latin America, 257, 258; study of, by Moslems, 447; in China, and its conflict with customs, 765, 799-801; in Japan, 804
Lawlessness and banditry, Brazil, 254
Lawrence, Thomas E., 21
Lead production, table, 82
League of Nations, Statistical Year-Book, 104; study of workers’ families, 197; basic policy re Near East countries: mandate experiment, 476; mandates from, 509, 518; Iraq admitted, 524
Lebanon, 22 f.; area, population, 464, 507; foreign trade, 465 f.; a Near East political unit, 484; group splintering, 486, table, 488; region, people, resources, economy, 506, 511-16; a republic and a Christian oasis, 511; activities and influence of France, 511, 512, 513, 515; causes of disunity, 514 ff.; independence recognized: government, 516; spread of culture and learning by Lebanese and Syrians, 532, 534
Legal papers, validating, in Japan, 838
León, Carlos de, 197
Leopold II of Belgium, 11, 345
Lessesps, Ferdinand M., Viscount de, 532
Levant, once Arab center of culture and learning, 532
Lever Brothers, African plantation, 342; Congo freehold rights, 347; subsidiaries: products, 347, 349; size and influence, 350
Leverhulme, Lord, 349
Liang Chi-chao, 789
Liberia, 71, 72, 73, 331-404 passim; map, 333; area, population, table, 337; land concessions to foreign monopolies, 347; political administration: African revolts, 361, 365; racial relations, 377; see also entries under Africa, west and central
Libya, 14 ff. passim, 25; map, 407
Lieu, D. K., 755, 757
Life expectancy, 120-23; age groups, 124; in Mestizo America and U.S., compared, 194; in Brazil, 221; China, 738; Japan, 822 f.
Life tables, nature and importance of, 121
Lima, Peru, 81
Lineages in African clans, 352
Linggaadjati or Cheribon Agreement, 718 ff.
Lin Sen, 772
Lisboa, Antonio Francisco (the Aleijadinho), 217
Liu, P. L., 783
Living, level of, see Standard of living
Livelihood, means of, and living conditions: India, 560 ff., 585 ff.; China, 753 ff.; see also Standard of living
Lorimer, F., 139, 147, 148, 151, 152
Loyalty, Japanese type, 804
Luang Prabang, kingdom of, 661, 700, 702
Lugard, Lord, 356, 358
Lumber industry, Brazil, 243
Lu Hsun, 802
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Luso-Brazilian culture, 245, 246 f.
Lyatey, General, 445
Lyazidi, Mohammed, 457

MacArthur, Douglas, 817, 867 n; see also American occupation
Macaulay, Thomas B., 595
MacLean, Kaid, 436
McMahon, British agent, 509
Madagascar, 76
Madrid, Treaty of, 213
Magazines in Arab world, 534
Mahab Dahab mine, 504
Makerere College, 315
Malacca, British settlement, 697, 698
Malan, Dr., 326
Malaya, passim; area, 37, 656; population, 37, 100, 149, 656, 695, 723; rubber production, 44, 45, 46, 232, 668; minerals, 44, 668; region, people and their cultures, history, 654-64 passim; map, 657; colonial status, 658; conquest by British, 660; Southeast Asian economy, 664 ff.; why so remarkably profitable, 668, 695; education, 673 ff.; religion, 675 ff.; social and political organization, 679, 695-99; states ceded to, and returned by, Siam, 694; native and alien groups, 695; why politically backward, 695, 699; stirrings against colonial system and toward self-government, 697 ff.; nationalist and communist parties, 698, 726
Malayan Union and Singapore, proposals for, 697; opponents, 698
Malayo-Polynesian languages, 664
Malthusian doctrine, 95
Manaus, Brazil, 229, 231
Manchuria, climate, 51; location: resources: economic role, 56 ff.; industrialization, 58; coal, 59; a power for nation having economic control of, 67; industrial prospects, 91; population density, 99; provinces, 771
Manchus, sinification, 797
Mandarin, office of, 701, 702
Mandate experiment by League of Nations, 476
Mandate of Heaven, China, 772, 773
Manicheism, 541
Manufactures, see Industry
Maps, Africa, 273, 333, 407; Asia, Southeast, 657; China, 733; India and Pakistan, 549; Indonesia, 657; Japan: urban population density, 819; Latin America, 159, 227; Near East, 462, 467, 469, 474, 475, 477
Maracaibo, Venezuela, 84, 85
Marajó Island, Brazil, 229; map, 227
Maranhão, state, Brazil, 214, 234; map, 227
Marariva class, India, 564, 565
“March to the West” policy of Brazil, 256
Markets, North Africa, 415 f., 419
Marriage, Africa, 352 f., 367, 389, 448; Asia, Southeast, and Indonesia, 658; China, 764, 765; India, 572, 592, 594; Indo-China, 703; Japan, 848 ff.; Latin America, 160, 163, 171, 172 f., 216 f., 222 ff., 260; Siam, 693; see also Interbreeding, Polygamy
Marriages, common-law, and their offspring, 173
Marshall Plan, 137
Martinez, President of El Salvador, 206
Marwaris of Rajputana, 587, 588, 593
Marx, Karl, 802
Mass education, Africa, 399-401; China, 791-93
Masses, emergence of, in Latin America, 204, 207
Masters and servants laws, 306, 307
Masters and the Slaves, The, (Freyre), 225
Mate, production, 243; use, 243, 247
Mato Grosso, state, 221, 267, 269; map, 227; region, resources, people, 253-57
Mauritania, 331-404 passim; map, 333; table, 336
Maya civilization, 168
Meat industry, Brazil, 244
Mecca, shrine of Moslems, 526; pilgrimages to, 428-30, 576 (see also Pilgrimages); Sherif’s dependence upon revenues from pilgrims, 502
Medical care, see Health
Medicine men, 233
Medina, shrine of Moslems, 526
Mei Lan-fang, 804
Meknes, religious celebrations in, 430
Menébhi of Morocco, 436
Mengel Mahogany Company, 402
Merchant-employer system, 748
Mesopotamia, 524; see Iraq
Messali, Algerian leader, 453
Mestizo America, the people, their culture, problems, future: land and re-
Mestizo America (Continued)
sources, 156-211 (map, 159, tables, 161, 198); see entries under Latin America Metals, see Minerals, metals, mining
Mexican Revolution, Party of the, 207
Mexico, natural conditions and resources, 82, 83, 84, 85; revolution of 1911, 184, 186; land reforms, 186, 187; peaceful elections, 207
Meyerhoff, H. A., 145
MIAI, Indonesian party, 714
Michaux-Bellaire, educational activities of, 447
Middle East, see East, Near (or Middle) Migration, as factor in modern demographic cycle, 131-37; principal stimulus to, 132 f.; movements of the relatively free, 132; factors ending era of the great, 133; European internal, 133; mass movements: selective immigration, 134 ff.; where and why demographic difficulties cannot be alleviated by, 136; European immigration into Brazil, 219 ff., 260; restrictions and exemptions, 220; internal, of Brazil, 230; of African workers, 294-97; “pass laws” to restrict their mobility, 305 ff.; Pakistan-India's one of bloodiest and saddest in all history, 646; internal, of China, 742
Military, China, 769, 770, 773, 774; Japan, 864, 867, 869
Minas Geraes, state, 89, 90, 239, 265; map, 227; the land, resources, people, 248-53
Min Chias, sinification, 797
Minerals, metals, mining, Near East, 23-28 passim, 504, 539; India, 32 ff.; Asia, 38-41, 46 f., 667-71 passim; China, 52, 58 ff., 732-37; Japan, 64, 820 f.; Asia, with chart, 68; Africa, chart, 69 (Africa: north, 17-22 passim, 406; central and west, 73-75, 332, 350 ff.; east and south, 77 ff., 276, 277, 300 ff.); Latin America, 69, 82-86, 87, 89 f. (Mestizo, 178-80; Brazil, 253, 254, 255, 264-66); South Africa, Union of, 78 f.; see also Coal; Petroleum; etc.
Mines and Works Amendment Act, 309
Minto, Lord, 606
Miscegenation in Brazil, 216, 218, 223
Missionaries, Christian: Africa, 353, 368, 369, 371, 375, 388, 449; Egypt, 532; China, 781-85; schools in China, 781, 789, 790
Moslem, in Africa, 479
Mistresses, Negro, 216, 218, 223, 377, 382
Mitchell, Sir Philip, quoted, 292
Mithraism, 541
Modernization, basis of population growth and control, 107, 118, 147, 152; differences in fertility resulting from impact of, 130, 131; effect upon migration, 133; striking examples of “Westernization,” 143 (see also Western); need of Greece for, 145
Modern Latin American Culture (Gil- lin), 257
“Modern Latin American culture” and its alternate terms, 166
Modjopahit in Java, 659
Mogul Empire, regime in India, 548; collapse, 550
Mohammed, ideas re collection of revenues, 436; unification of Arabs, 478; attitude toward other religions, 487; descendants, 490, 526; death, 508
Mohammed Ali, founder of present Egyptian dynasty: achievements, 532, 535
Mohammedans, see Moslems
Moneylenders, India's golden age for, 559, 586; land control, 560 ff.; in Southeast Asia, 667, 669, 670
Mongkut, King of Siam, 662, 689
Mongolia, location, resources, 51 f.; Moslems in, 478
Monopolies and concessions, Latin America, 182 ff., 191, 206, 210; health care for workers, 195; west and central Africa, 345-52, 402; Indo-China, 705
Montagu, Edwin S., 609
Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms, 611, 612; Act embodying, 616
Montagu-Chelmsford Report, 609
Moors, in Portugal, 216; thrown out of Spain: refuge in Morocco: speech, 410
Morality, in north African cities, 424; in Japan, 823, 842-45
Morel, E. D., 346
Morinigo, President of Paraguay, 206
Morley, Lord, 607
Morley-Minto Reforms, 609, 648
Morocco, 44 ff., 25, 405-60 passim; French protectorate, 405; map, 407; exiled Jews and Moors in: their speech, 410; independence of U.S. recognized: legation at Tangier, 410; conquest by French, 411; Moslem
government before Europeans took
434 ff.; known as Sherifian Em-
435; beginning of conquest by France and Spain, 438; population, 439; relations between Moslems and their French and Spanish overlords, 440-58; natural resources: native and French needs, 441; skill of "natives," 444; education and other opportuni-
ties, withheld, 446; interference in basic human rights, 448; transportation, roads, 448; French overactive in political sphere, 449; native independence movements, 450, 453 ff.; demands of Istiqlal Party, texts, 455, 456; Sultan of, see Sultan
Morro Velho gold mine, 253

Mortality, social and individual pain ac-
companying high, no, 116; effects of rate fluctuations, 110; of differential rate of decline of birth and death rates, 111 f.; relation between fertility and, 111; trends in modern cycle, 115-20; death a respecter of persons: notions of primitive people, 116; adaptive changes which have lowered, 118; lowest figures possible in a stationary population, 120; New Zealand's lead-
ship in reduction of, 123; age groups where decline most rapid, 124; relation between decline in fertility and, 126; death rates in Mestizo America and U.S. compared: leading causes of death, 194, 195; Brazilian rates, 221; west and central Africa, 339; India, 597; China, 737 f.; see also Infant mort-
tality

Moslem Arabs, see Arabs

Moslems, educational system, 371, 375, 432 f., 437, 482, 674; first Arab wave in north Africa: type of men: achieve-
ments, 409; mosques, 419, 432, 433, 443, 511, 577; pilgrimages, 419, 428-30, 480 f.; north Africa as essential part of Moslem world, 424-34; holy places, 425, 526; holy persons, 425, 430; crit-
ical times in Moslem-Christian relations, 428, 429; religious brotherhoods, 430-32; governments before Euro-
peans took over, 434 ff.; resemblance between their civilization and that of Renaissance Europe, 438, termination of Turks' rule in north Africa: extent of influence, 438; population distribu-
tion there, 439; relations between French overlords and, 440-58; educa-
tion and other opportunities withheld from, 446; basic human rights inter-
fered with, 448; intellectual pursuits in Egypt, 448; the political sphere, 449 ff.; native independence move-
ments, 450, 453 ff.; demands of Istiqlal Party, texts, 455, 456; where pre-
dominant, 462, 476 (map, 477); begin-
ings: number of: once dominant world power, now in van of inde-
pendence movement, 476; countries converted to Islam by, 478 f.; ethnic splinters, non-Moslem and Moslem
groups in Near East, 486 ff., table, with population figures, 488; disunify-
ing influences since Shiites broke from Sunnites to establish Caliphate capital in Baghdad, 518; Druzes, 519; religious influence in Southeast Asia and Indo-
nestia, 674, 675, 676, 685; countries with largest population of, 676; Indonesian political federation, 714; see also Islam; Muslims; and under names of Moslem peoples, e.g., Arabs; Turks; etc.

Mosques, Mohammedan, 419, 432, 433, 443, 511, 577

Motor roads, see Highways

Mountains, Latin America, 175; region of world's highest, 462, 654; Near East plateaus and, 462, 484, 498, 507, 512, 526, 535, 536, 537

Mountbatten, Lord, 646

Moving-picture industry, India, 596

Moving pictures, China, 803

Mozambique, 76, 77

Mukden, Anshan works near, 60, 65

Mukerjee, Radhakamal, 135

Mulai Mohammed, Sultan of Morocco, 425

Mulai, Alois, 21

Mulattoes, see Negroes

Murat River, 21

Muscat-Oman, see Oman

Music, Africa, 396; Brazil, 241, 247, 252, 262; China, 804; Japanese appreciation of European, 860

Musil, Alois, 21

Muslim League, All-India: founded: chief aim, 606; self-government for India policy, 608; during World War I, 608, 609; postwar goal and activities preceding partition, 614 ff. passim,
Muslim League (Continued)
641 ff., 649 ff.; rebirth: program, 624-27, 640; outstanding leaders, 624, 634, 635, 640; break with Congress: reaction of British officialdom, 627; during World War II, 634-40 passim; period of greatest growth and influence, 637

Muslims of India, caste system, 567 f.; moderating influence, 569, religious beliefs and customs, 576 f., 646; industry and business, 588; reinterpreters of Islam in a modern setting, 595; attitude toward Indian National Congress, 603, 604, 624 ff.; university founded by, 604; relations between British and, 604 f., 607 ff., 627; proposals for separate interests and electorate, 606; Khilafat movement, 612, 614, 615; economic development and rivalries of Hindus and and, summarized, 647 ff.; see also Moslems

Naidu, Mrs. Sarojini, 593
Names, Japanese surnames, 846
Nankai Institute of Economics, 748, 751, 755
Nanyang College, Shanghai, 793
Napoleon I, in Near East, 468; Nile valley, 531; at Acre, 532
Natal, 271-330 passim; map, 273; see also Africa, east and south, South Africa, Union of
Natal Indian Congress, 327
National Council of Nigeria and the Cameroons (N.C.N.C.), 397, 398
National Health Services Commission, 317
National Independence Party, see Istiglal
Nationalism, colonial: attitude of imperial powers toward, 725
Nationalist movements, intensification of: peoples and countries in the forefront, 476
— Africa, 393-99, 450, 453 ff.
— Asia, Southeast, and Indonesia, 684, 689, 691 f., 698, 705 ff., 710, 713 ff.; demands, 666, 706; insistence upon termination of alien control of profit economy, 672; tendency toward state socialism, 687, 691, 692; the Indonesian revolution, 715 ff.; people's movements and leaders, 727
— India: early stages, 602 ff.; during World War I, 608 ff.; postwar increase, 612 ff. passim; civil disobedience movements, 614 ff., 617-20, 624, 632, 649
National Library, Peiping, 806
National Nutrition Council, quoted, 316
National Tsing Hua University, Peiping, 796
National Voluntary Service Association (Rashtriya Swayam Sevak Sangh), 650
“Native Administrations and Courts,” 357
Native Affairs Department, 324
Native Labour Regulation Act, 305
Native parties, see Nationalist movements
Native Representative Council, 327
Native Service Contract Act, 305
“Native-type cultures,” 163, 166
Natives (Urban Areas) Act, 305
Natives Land Commission, quoted, 290
Natural resources and economy, 11-93; Africa, 14-21, 25, 70-80; Asia, Southeast, and Indonesia, 35-49; Asia, summarized and compared, 66-70; China, 49-62, 67; India, 28-35; Japan, 63-67; Latin America, 80-90; Near East, 14, 21-28; Union of South Africa, 71, 76, 78 f.; current outlook, 91 f.; see also Economy; Industry; and under names of resources, e.g., Agriculture; Minerals; etc.
Nature, control over: release of atomic energy, 3; steps in development of control, 4
N.C.N.C. (National Council of Nigeria and the Cameroons), 397, 398
Near East, see East, Near
Negroes, in Mestizo America, 157, 160, table, 161; in Brazil, 215 ff. passim; slave traffic, 215 f.; Portuguese attitude toward: miscegenation, 216, 218, 223, 259; offspring, 216 f.; role in Brazilian cultural tradition, 216 f., 259 f.; famous mulattoes, 217, 260; methods of gaining liberty, 217 f.; slavery abolished: treatment of, compared with that in other countries, 218 f.; percentage in population, 222, 240; “bleaching” process, 222; class position influenced by poverty and lack of education, 223; African culture elements, 240; fetish cults, 241 f.; in east and south Africa, 271-330 passim; in west and central Africa, 334-403 passim;
Portuguese mulattoes in Africa, 377, 378; in north Africa, 414, 431; converts to Islam, 479; Negroid element in Near East population, 494, 522, 533, 541; see also Africans; Colored peoples; Slavery; Slave trade

Nehru, Jawaharlal, 613, 617, 626, 632, 633, 639; a Kasmiri Pandit, 593; emergence as leader, 616; public exponent of left trend, 622; quoted, 623, 630; attitude during World War II crisis, 636 f., 640

Neighborhood customs, Japan, 834-40

Neo-Destour (Constitution) Party, Tunisia, 453

Neolithic Revolution, 107

Netherlands, early struggles for colonies, 11, 214; control of Indonesia, 43, 44, 654-92 passim; unmatched achievement of efficient utilization of human resources, 44; population, 124; attitude toward native races, 658; insistence that warfare in dependencies is a matter of domestic concern only, 724; alienating colonial peoples from imperial powers, 727

Netherlands-Indies, see Indonesia

Netherlands-Indonesia Union, proposals for, 717-21 passim

New Guinea, 42, 46, 47, 99; languages, 664

Newspapers, see Press

New York City, 138

New Zealand, world leadership in reduction of mortality, 123, 124; population, table, 148; high food productivity, 284

Nguni society, 288

Nguyen Ai Quoc, 706; see Ho Chi Minh

Nichiren, 857

Niger Company, 348

Nigeria, 71, 72, 73, 75, 331-404 passim; map, 333; area, population, table, 336; indirect rule in, 356 f.; rule under new constitution, 362 f.; nationalist movement, 393 f.; see also entries under Africa, west and central

Nigeria Civil Servant, 383

Nigerian Spokesman, The, 394

Nile and Nile Valley, 19, 20, 25, 484, 530

Nitrogen, 84

Noninterference doctrine, Japan, 843

Non-Malayo-Polynesian languages, 664

Non-violence, Gandhi's doctrine of, 610 f., 613 f.

North America, population trends, 99, 130; region of heavy concentration, 99 f., 101; tables, 100, 101, 104, 148

North Charterland Exploration Company, 277

Norway, population trends, 120

Office of Inter-American Affairs, U.S., 195

Official Handbook, Gambia, 338

Ogasawara Shinano-no-kami, 840

Oil resources, see Petroleum

Oman, Muscat and Trucial, 464, 485, 494-99 passim

Ommayad dynasty, seat of, 518

One world, see World unification

Onin War, 816

Orange Free State, 76, 271-330 passim; map, 273; see also Africa, east and south; South Africa, Union of

Oriental peasants, high mortality, 130

Origin of the Family (Engel), 802

Ottoman Turks, see Turks

Outline of History (Wells), 802

Ouzgane, Omar, 454

Pa Chin, 802

Pakistan, 35; map, 549; population, 597; origins of, and support for, 633-36; meaning of, 635; road to partition, 640-46, 650 f.; Act of Parliament creating Dominion of: formal partition, 646; greatest Islamic population, 676; see also India

Palacios, Leoncio M., 203

Palestine, 22, 23, 25; area, population, 464, 507; government, 464, 509; foreign trade, 465 f.; Arab-Jewish problem, 470, 487, 509, 510; a Near East political unit, 484; group splintering, Moslem
Palestine (Continued)

and non-Moslem population, 486, table, 488; Jewish Agency in, 492; region, people, resources, economy, 506, 508-11; as Holy Land for three religions, 508, 511; mandate ended, 509; factors disuniting, 510 f.; mandate over, 520; Transjordan chiseled from, 520; Transjordan demanded as part of Jewish state, 524

Palmares, Republic of, 217

Pampa, Brazil, 244

Pan, Quenten, 802

Panama, Isthmus of, mountain chain, 80

Panama Canal Zone, 196

Paper-making, Japan, 858

Papua, area, population, table, 42

Papuan, language, 664

Para, state, Brazil, map, 227

Paraiba, state, Brazil, 221, 234, 265; map, 227

Paraná, state, Brazil, 221, 237, 256, 267, 269; map, 227; the land, resources, people, 242-48

Paraná River, 266

Parindra, Indonesian party, 714

París of Bombay, 587, 593

Parti du Manifeste Algerien, 453

Partie du Peuple Algerien (PPA), 453

Parties, political: Mestizo America, 207

Party of the Mexican Revolution, 207

Pasha, office and rule, 433, 434, 436, 437

Passive resistance, see Non-violence

“Pass laws” to restrict labor mobility, 305, 306, 307, 325

Passports, 6

Pastoral economy, see Animal husbandry

Patterns of population growth, 102-9

Paulista bandeirantes, 213, 216, 244

Fax Europa, 6, 7; end, 8

Peace, world: why conflicts in dependent areas a threat to, 722, 724, 729

Peasants, African, 288 f.; growth of organizations of, in India, 612, 620; the peasant league, 621, 643; Japanese, 870 ff.; see also Agriculture; Labor

Peçanha, Nilo, 217

Pedro I of Brazil, 219

Pedro II of Brazil, 219

Peiping Union Medical College, 781, 806

Peiyang University, 793

Penang, British settlement, 697, 698

Penck, Albrecht, 142

“Peoples’ movements,” Mestizo America, 204, 207

Pernambuco, state, Brazil, 221, 234, 239, 240, 241; map, 227

Perón, Juan Domingo, 87

Perry, Commodore, 816

Persia, see Iran

Persian language, 536

Peru, natural conditions and resources, 82, 83, 84, 85, 87; pattern of living and expenditures in, 200 ff.; two cultures and languages, 226

Petroleum, Africa, central and west, 331, 332; Asia, Southeast, and Indonesia, 46 f., 667, 669; China, 736; Egypt, 20; India’s sources of, 34; Latin America, 84 f., 90, 178, 265 (table, 85); U.S. and Russian supplies, 27; reserves crucial in Western Pacific, 47

— Near East: Arabia’s fabulous supply, 21; importance of Iran’s resources, 24, 26 f.; world’s largest proven reserve, 27, 473, 500; production statistics, 28; countries with stake in richest oil center, 473; effects of Arabia’s oil development, 502, 505; a boon to Iraq’s economy, 527, 528; to Iran’s, 539, 542

Philippine Islands, 13, 67; results of ties with U.S.; products and economy compared with Java’s, 48 f.; production statistics, 105, 140, 149; school expenditure, 674; government run by Filipinos, 727

Piauí, state, Brazil, 221, 234, map, 227

Pierson, Donald, 224, 241, 242

Pilgrimages, Moslem, 419, 428-30, 480 f., 576; source of Mecca’s revenues, 502; railroad for, 504, 510; India’s pilgrimage centers, 554, 575

“Pillars of Islam,” 425

Pim, Sir Alan, quoted, 280, 287

Ping Hsin, 802

Piracy, Africa, 410, 436

Plagues, cause of population decline, 108, 115

Plan for Africa (Hinden), 351

“Plateau of the Shotts” or lakes, 16

Police, Japan, 864

Police methods, Indo-China, 705, 706

Political and social forms, necessity for adjusting with current reality, 4; threat in its lagging development, 5; reasons for spreading revolt of subject peoples, 8; probable results, 8-10; see also Nationalist movements

Political factors influencing population trends, 109, 119
Political indivisibility of the world. argument for, 729
Political organization, world: attempts to develop, 4
Political structure, administration: indirect rule a technique of colonial administration: where practiced, 356 ff., 680
— Africa, 356-65; Berber system, 416 f.; Arab, 417 f., 449; Moslem, before Europeans took over, 434 ff.
— Asia, Southeast, and Indonesia: administration, social and political conditions and movements, 679-730
— China, 761-75
— India, 599 ff., 603, 607, 612, 616, 622, 628 ff.
— Japan, 863-67
— Latin America, 176, 205-7, 219n', 263 f.
— Near East political divisions, 505, 516, 520, 523, 543; table, 464
Polygamy, extent among African natives, 352, 389; among Moslems, 502, 505, 522; attitude of Hindu and Moslem religions, 573
Pombal, Viceroy of Brazil, 215
Population, trends, 94-155; modern man's concern over, and possible control of, 94 f.; two themes which have inspired theoretical writings, 95; inherent dependency on racial or geographic factors, 95; world distribution, circa 1940, map, 96 f.; distribution, 98-102; greatest densities, 98; major regions of heavy concentration, 99 f.; table, 100; internal reshufflings, 100; continental regions, 1940-2000. table, 101; patterns of growth, 102-9; problem of statistical data, 102, 118; estimate by continents, 1940-1940, table, 104; modern demographic cycle, 109-12: importance of control over vital processes of birth and death, 110, 115; phases of modern cycle, 112-15; authors of outstanding examples of succinct synthesis: their three terms for growth processes, 113; factors in the modern cycle, 115-42; mortality, 115-20; younger and older populations, susceptibility to death-dealing agencies, 117; life expectancy, 120-23; infant mortality, 123-26; fertility, 126-31; migration, 131-37; urbanization, 137-42; future growth, 142-53; reasons to hope that "bee-hive world" can be avoided, 144; research and short-time forecasting, 146 ff., tables, 148, 149; attempts to control patterns of future growth, 150 ff.; countries with most tremendous rate of increase, 723; see also Birth; Mortality: Vital statistics
— Africa, 76, 77, 289, 300, 338, tables, 72, 281, 336 ff.; Africa, north, and the Near East, 14, 15, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 439 (tables, 464, 507, map, 475); Africa, central and west, south and east, 72, 77, 289, 300, 338; tables, 72, 281, 336 f.
— Asia, Southeast, and Indonesia, 37, 42, 43, 656 ff., 722 f.
— China, 50, 51, 53, 55, 56, 737-43, 744; current trends, 741-43; distribution: density, 743; concentration of urban, in China and U.S., 760; adjustment between land and, 762
— India and Pakistan, 28, 597 f.; solution of problem, 598
— Japan, 63, 822-25; by cities, table, 824; by rural districts, table, 825; density: urban, map, 819, rural, 826, 827
— Latin America, 99, 102, 106, 148; tables, 101, 161 (see also entries under Brazil; Latin America, Mestizo)
Population Problems (Thompson), 137
Porto Alegre, Brazil, 248
Portugal, colonial empire, 11, 12, 81; New World divided between Spain and, 81, 213; discovery and settlement of Brazil, 213 ff. (see entries under Brazil); seizure by Spain: treatment by Spain's enemies, 214; escape of Royal family to Brazil: rulers, 219n; traditional patterns of government, education, etc., derived from, 257; foreign influences debarred by strict mercantile policy, 259; in Africa since 1441, 386; struggle for East Indies, 659
Portuguese Africa, 271-337 passim, 377, 386, map, 273; see also Africa, east and south; west and central
Portuguese language, 157, 226, 260
Portuguese people, racial mixtures, 215, 216; influence of Moors, 216; lack of prejudice against racial differences, 216, 259; exempt from quota system, 220; the common denominator of all Brazil, 257; racial relations in African colonies, 377
Poverty, mass: the concern of the whole community, 323
Power, see Water power
“Power vacuums,” doctrine of, 726
PPA (Partie du Peuple Algerien), 453
PPBB, Indonesian party, 714
Pradit, Luang, 690, 691
Prado, Mariano Ignacio, 192
Prado, Paulo, 263
Pragmatic science, slight influence on mestizo culture, 170, 210
Prajadhipok, King of Siam, 689
Prayer in Mohammedan practice, 425
Prayer meetings, China, 767, 777, 779
Prenatal impairments, deaths attributable to, 125
President, Latin America, 205; dictators, 206
Press, restricted in Morocco, 451; publications in Arab world, 534; India, 595, 608, 649; China, 789; Japan, 859
Prestige-rewards, Japan, 855, 866, 867
Primary peoples, notions about death, 116; tribes of untouched primitives or savages, 254, 580, 655, 662, 663, 677
Princes of India, 553, 554; British lordship, 598, 601; Chamber of Princes created, 616; rule of, in territory left to: political activity of the people, 628-30, 650; postwar overtures to, and position of, 651
Printing, Japan, 859
Printing press brought into Near East, 534
Prisons, China, 800
Prisoners, Japan, 865
Privies, Japan, 831
Proclamation 150 of 1934, Africa, 305
Production, see Economy; Industry
Prolongation of life, New Zealand’s leadership, 123, 124
Prophets, nativistic, 391 ff.
Proportional representation, 717, 726
Prostitution, commercialized, 850
Protestant missions, see Missionaries
Puaux, Gabriel, 455
Public health, see Health
Puerto Rico, 83, 92, 100
Pulo Condore prison, 705, 706
“Qanats,” Iranian canals, 538
Qatar, 464
Quarshie, Tetteh, 342
Quartz, 90
Quechua, language, 168
Quilombos, Brazilian communities, 217
“Quit India” ultimatum, 637, 643
Race and racial relations, no inherent dependency of population trends on racial factors, 95; Latin America, 157 ff. passim, table, 161 (see also Brazil; Latin America); segregation, 163 f., 288, 319, 325, 326 f., 377, 379, 380, 658; Africa, east and south, 271-330 passim; west and central, 334-403 passim; north, 405, 428-58 passim (see also Africa; Africans; Moslems); attitudes of Moslem and Christian missionaries, 480; attitudes and institutions of westerners in Near East: court protection, 492; relations between British and natives in India, 591 f.; Asia, Southeast, and Indonesia: widest range of racial and cultural differentiation, 655 ff., 662 ff.; colonial line a racial line: danger of world split by interracial warfare, 725; influence of American preconceptions about, on policy toward colonial nationalists, 726; see also Classes; and names of races, e.g., Berbers; Negroes; Whites; etc.
Radios in Mestizo America and U.S., table, 198
Radium production, 75
Railroads, Brazil, 229, 248, 255, 256, 268; Near East, 504, 510, 518, 540; India, 552; China, 806
Ramadhan, or Ramzan, holy month of, 427, 576
Ramos, Artur, 218
Raposo, Antonio, 213
Rashtriya Swayam Sevak Sangh (National Voluntary Service Association), 650
Rationally balanced societies, 131; defined and enumerated, 113; death rates, 117, 120; life tables, 121; life expectancy, 123; infant mortality, 124; low fertility, 129, 141; demographic lesson provided by, 143; population research and estimates with table, 146 ff.
Raw materials, should be processed near source of origin, 451
Rebellion of 1857, India, 591, 598 f., 601; post-Rebellion policy, 601 f.
Rebouças, André, 260
Recent Indian culture, 163, 166
INDEX

Recife, Brazil, 239, 240
Recreation, China, 803-5
Regionalism, defined, 228
Regions of Brazil, 226-57
Reincarnation, Chinese belief in, 778
Religion, Roman Catholic Church in Latin America, 171, 172, 183 f., 207-9, 215, 219, 257; fanatic movements and leaders, Brazil, 237; west and central Africa, 365-69; African nativistic religious movements and prophets, 391 f.; north African Mohammedanism, 419, 425-33 passim, 448; the one most successful in demolishing barriers of creed, race, and nationality, 480; Near East Moslem and non-Moslem groups, 486; table, with sects and their numbers, 488; great world religions nurtured in Near East, 470, 507, 508, 541; India, 574-77, 581, 594, 646; Hindu beliefs and customs, 574; Muslims, 576; basis of Gandhian satyagraha, 610; Asia, Southeast, and Indonesia, 665, 668, 669, 670; China, 731; Japan's economy based on, 825 f., 828
Rift Valley, 278
Rio de Janeiro, city, Brazil, 81, 249, 251 f. — state, Brazil, 219, 221, 226, 239, 266, 267; map, 227; the land, resources, people, 248-53
Rio de Oro, 15; map, 407
Rio Grande do Norte, state, Brazil, 221, 234, 265; map, 227
Rio Grande do Sul, state, Brazil, 219, 226, 261, 265; map, 227; the land, resources, people, 243-48
Riots, communal: in India, 644-51 passim
Rivers, W. H. R., 580
Rivers, Southeast Asia, 655, 668; see also names of rivers, e.g., Nile
Roads, see Highways
Roche, Jean de la, quoted, 375
Rockefeller Foundation, 510, 781, 806
Roman Catholic Church, influence in Latin America, 171, 172, 184, 207-9; land holdings there, 183 f.; attitude toward slavery, 215, 219; a basis of Latin American culture, 257; activity and influence in Africa, 368, 369
Roman period, north Africa, 408
Roosevelt, Franklin D., 544
Roquette-Pinto, Professor, 222
Round Table Conferences, Britain and India, 617, 619, 620, 622, 625, 629, 635
Rowe, David Nelson, 58
Rowlatt Bills, 610, 611
Rowlatt Committee, 609
Roy, Ram Mohan, 594, 598
Royal Agricultural Commission, Report on India, 561 f.
Royal Niger Company, 350, 356
Ruanda-Urundi, 76, 331; area, population, table, 337
Rub Al-Khali desert, 498, 499, 501
Rubber, monopoly in Southeastern Asia, 44 ff.; demise of Brazil's industry, 45; synthetic, 46, 232; wild rubber industry in Amazon Valley, 232; industry started in Far East by English, 232; largest operation in world, 348; Malaya, 668; Siam, 670
Ruhlmann, Armand, 447
Rural-urban differentials, 138 ff.; see also Urbanization
Russia, attitude toward, of nations winning freedom, 9; territorial acquisition, 11; concern with Near East oil resources, 26, 27; interest and penetration in China, 51, 52, 62; probable successor to Japan: economic domination in Manchuria, 67; population trends, 94, 100, 133, 151 (table, 148); urbanization, 138; Moslems in, 464; Near Eastern countries contiguous to, 466; penetration and influence in Near East, 484, 515, 540, 542, 544; relationship of Indo-China's organization to Soviet system, 709; influence of America's fear of, 726
Russian-Japanese War, 13
Sahara, desert, 405, 406; map, 407; people and their livelihood, 412
Sakyamuni, 857
Salaries, see Wages and salaries
Salt, Africa, 18, 20; three countries producing most, 61; India's boycott against monopoly, 618; China, 735
Salter, R. M., 145
Salvador, Brazil, 239, 240
Santa Caterina, state, Brazil, 267, 269; map, 227; the land, resources, people, 243-48
Santarem, Brazil, 218, 229, 231
Santo Domingo City, 81
Santos, Brazil, 240, 251
Sao Francisco River Basin, power project, 266
Sao Leopoldo, Brazil, 219
Sao Paulo, city and area, Brazil, 249 ff.
— state, Brazil, 220, 221, 226, 237, 253, 254, 266, 267; map, 227; the land, resources, people, 248-53
Sao Thome, island, 72
Sarawak, Borneo, 42, 43, 46, 47

Satyagraha campaign, Gandhian, 610 f., 613
Saudi Arabia, see Arabia, Saudi
Sauer, C., quoted, 106
Savages, see Primitive peoples
Scholarship, regard for, in China, 786
Science, and scientists, internationalism, 7; at basis of population growth, 107, 126; biological, applied to problems of health, 118
Scripts used, in Near East, 536; in Southeast Asia, 664; in Japan, 858 f.
Seas, largest inland, 402
“Secede, right to,” 719
Sects and brotherhoods, Moslem, 430-32
Segregation of races, 163 f.; Africa, 288, 319, 325, 326 f., 377, 379, 380; Southeast Asia and Indonesia, 658
Senegal, 331-404 passim; map, 333; area, population, table, 336; political administration, 363
Senussi sect, 432
Sergipe, state, Brazil, 238; map, 227
Servants, Japan, 838
Sèvres, Treaty of, 612
Sex, life-table statistics, 121; double standard, 173, 258
Shansi College, Taiyuan, 793
Sharecropping, India, 562
Shaw, George Bernard, 802
Shirifian Empire, 435; see Morocco
Shiite sect, 518, 526; see also Moslems
Shintoism, Japan, 856, 857
Shrines, Moslem, 425, 526
Siam, 36-41 passim, 48; area, 37, 656; population, 37, 105, 149, 656, 723; region, people and their cultures, history, 654-64 passim; map, 657; Thai and other ethnic groups: Chinese origin, 661; qualities that enabled them to retain independence, 661 f.; relations with Britain and France, 662, 692, 694; Southeastern Asian economy, 664 ff.; colonial character, exports, 670 f.; rationalism: state socialism, 671, 691, 692; an independent nation, 671; land loss, 672; education, 673 ff.; religion, 675 ff.; social and political organization, 679, 689-95; internal revolution, 689 f.; constitution, 690; World War II policy: aftermath, 692, 694; Thailand temporary name for, 692, 694; classes: the monarchy, 693; social organization in Indo-China and, compared,
INDEX

702, 703; employment of foreigners as advisors, 728
Siamese languages, 664
Siberia, resources: industrial role, 67, 70, 91; population directed to, 100
Sidi Mohammed ben Aissa, 430
Sidi Mohammed Ben Youssuf, H. M., 455, 457
Siegel, Morris, 374; quoted, 379
Sierra Leone, 71, 72, 74, 75, 331; map, area, population, table, 336
Sierra Nevada, Riffian extension, 405
Sigerist, H. E., 119
Silk, 512, 732
Silva, Virgilio Ferreira da (Lampeão), 238
Silver, 82
Simmons, L. W., 111
Simon, Sir John, 616
Simon Commission, 617, 619
Singapore, Malaya, 38; great port city, 668; colony of, 697, 698
Singhania mills, 588, 589
Sinkiang, 70; reasons for Soviet interest and penetration, 51
Sivaji, Maratha hero, 605
Sjafrir, Premier of Java, 720
Slavery, Brazil: Indians, Negroes, 214 ff., 231; Roman Catholic attitude, 215, 219; abolition of Negro, 239; north Africa, 410, 418, Siam, 693
Slave trade, African millions uprooted, transferred to America, 132; slaves as Africa’s first export commodity, 271; slave raiding and trade ended by British, 384; left mark on Africa and the New World, 386; north African: white and other races represented among captives, 410; trade by Moslems, 480
Slum conditions, Africa, 319; India, 596
Smith, T. Lynn, 220, 222, 224
Smuts, General, 296; quoted, 325
Social and Economic Planning Council, 285, 296, 297; quoted, 286, 294, 314 f., 319
Social and political forms, see Political and social forms
Social democracy, see Democracy
Social functions of Hinduism and Islam, India, 594, 646
Socialism, state: tendency of revolution-ary governments toward, 687, 691, 692; goal of state ownership, 687
Socialist Party, Congress: India, 621, 637, 643
Social order, double standard of democracy and, 723
Social reform, beginnings in Latin America, 204, 207; priority in importance over religion in China, 784, 785
Social security, African natives’ participation, 321-23
Social structure, India: villages, 555 ff., 559 f., 563 ff.; cities, 587 f., 590 ff.; literary persons and families, 593; China, 761-75; Japan, 853-55; see also Classes; Race
Social studies, Latin America, 209 f.
Societies for the Protection of Lettered Papers, 786
Socotra, island, 485
Soekarno, President of Java, 720, 727
Soils, tropical and temperate zones: need for fertilization, 145
Somaliland, 76, 77, 485
Song, Phya, 690
Son of Heaven, 778
Soule, George, David Efron, and Norman T. Ness, quoted, 197
Soussis, 412, 446
South Africa, Union of: natural resources, 69, 76, 78 f., maps, 69, 273; region, people, 71, 76, 78, 271 ff.; separatist inclinations, 71; future population estimate, table, 148; race relations and policies, 271-330 passim, 374 (see also Africa, eastern and southern); most important area, 274; area, population, races, table, 281; white population, statistics, 300; future of racial groups: determination of whites to enforce race discrimination, 325 ff.; forces that may weaken caste society, 328 f.; see also Africa; Africa, east and south
South African Native College, 314
South African Natives Land Commission, quoted, 290
South African Social and Economic Planning Council, 296, 297
South America, minerals of Africa and, chart, 69; similarities and differences in their regions, 80; see also Latin America; and names of countries, e.g., Brazil
Southern Nigeria Defender, The, 394
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South Village, China, 766 ff.
Southwest International waterways, 736
Soviet Union, see Russia
Spain, colonial empire, 11, 12, 81, 405;
   New World partitioned between Por­
   tagual and, 81, 213; mestizo culture
   stemming from, 158, 169, 183; conquer­
   ers' exploitation of natives, 168, 183,
   188; extent of participation in cultural
   orbit of Europe, 169; influence on col­
   onies, of its culture and traditions, 206,
   209, 210; struggle for East Indies, 659
Spanish American Iron Company, 83
Spanish Guinea, 331; see also Guinea;
   and entries under Africa, west and
   central
Spanish language, 157, 168
Spanish Morocco, see Morocco
Speiser, E. A., 461 n., 474
Spheres of influence, 6
Spices, trade in: uses, 479
Spiegel, Henry W., quoted, 225
Spirit world, Chinese conception, 778 f.
Sports, China, 805
Spying on Moroccan Moslems, 450, 451
Stalin, Joseph, 544
Standard of living, relation to population
   trends, 119, 126, 141, 143, 144; Mestizo
   American, 193-203; defined indices of,
   198 ff.; their urban dwellers: pattern of
   workingman's living and expenditures,
   199 ff.; their upper classes: incomes
   and budgets, 202, 203; health and nu­
   trition in Brazil, 221 f., 224, 267; mal­
   nutrition and effect upon health of na­
   tives in Africa, 292 f., 316 ff., 334; In­
   dia's millions existing below minimum,
   561, 596; effect of depressed, upon vol­
   ume of consumption in colonies, 729;
   China, 739 f., 754 ff., 805-7, 809; Japan's
   housing, 829 ff.; her cleanliness, 835;
   standard highest in Asia, 870; see also
   Food supplies, diets; Health
Statesman, Calcutta, 607
State socialism, see Socialism
States' peoples' movement, 629 f.
Statistical data, relation of modern to
   wealth, literacy, etc., 95; see also Vital
   statistics
Steam power, effects of, 137
Steel Corporation of Bengal (SCOB),
   585
Stetтиниус Associates, 348
Strikes and boycotts, Africa, 384, 392-99
   passim; India, 612, 618 f., 620
Sudan, Anglo-Egyptian, 404, 406, 484
   — French, 331-404 passim; map, 333;
   table, 336; see also entries under Af­
   rica, west and central
Suez Canal, history of: importance, 474,
   532
Suffrage, Japan, 830 n., 854
Sugar, quantity production, 29, 44;
   Brazil, 214, 238, 239; South Africa,
   275, 279; Japan's imports, 816
Suicide, Japan, 844, 851, 852
Sultan of Morocco, spiritual leadership,
   425, 435; rule by, 435 ff.; active in
   independence movement, 454
Sumatra, 42, 46, 49; armed rebellion in,
   713; Dutch proposals for, 718
Sunni-Arabs, see Arabs
Sunnite sect, 518, 526; see also Moslems
Sun Yat-sen, 590, 808
Supernatural, belief in, 233, 778 f.
Swaziland, 271-330 passim; map, 273;
   area, population, table, 281; see also
   Africa, east and south
Sweden, vital records, 118, 121; popula­
   tion trends, 124; decline in fertility, 130
Switzerland, population trends, 124, 130
Syria, 22 f., 25; political structure, 404,
   520; region, people, resources, econ­
   omy, 404, 506, 507, 516-20; foreign
   trade, 405 f.; a Near East political unit,
   484; group splintering, Moslem and
   non-Moslem population, 486, table,
   488; countries once a part of, 511, 520;
   racial stocks, 516, 519; disunifying in­
   fluences, 518 f.; history's most abused
   political pawn, 519; after freedom
   gained, 519 f.; spread of culture and
   learning by Syrians and Lebanese, 532,
   534
Tadzhik Republic, 51
Tauber, Irene, 139
Tagore, Dwarkanath, 598
Ta Hsia University, 796
Tanganyika, 76, 271-330 passim; map,
   273; area, population, table, 281; see
   also Africa, east and south
Tangier, 405; on map, 407; U.S. legation
   at, 410
Tantalite, mineral, 90
Taoism in Indo-China, 675
Tarim Basin of Sinkiang, 51
Tata, J. N., 587
Tata Iron and Steel Works, 585, 588, 590
Tawney, R. H., 753
Tax, land, 188, 759; Moslem system, 436; Japanese, 872
Tea, 29, 732
Teachers, Africa, 373, 397
Technology, century of invention, 4; effect upon population growth, 106, 109, 118; no effects on patterns of fertility, 111; a cause of rapid urbanization, 138; Brazilian region into which successfully introduced, 249; Brazil's training schools and colleges, 249, 251, 268; status of organization and, in Near East, 481-83; see also Industry
Teheran, sovereignty backed by Western powers, 542
Teheran Conference, 456
Teheran pact, 544
Telephones in Mestizo America and U.S., table, 198
Temples, China, 764, 776
Tennessee Valley Authority, 266, 509
Textile industry, 62, 64, 66; Mestizo America, 190; Egypt, 533, 535; India, 551, 585, 586, 587, 588; handicrafts, 553, 559, 584, 611; China, 750
Thai, main racial stock in Siam, 661, 662
Thailand, temporary name for Siam, 692, 694
Thakin Association, Burma, 685, 686
Thami el Glawi, Sidi el Hajj, Moslem chieftain, 443
Thebaw, King of Burma, 660, 687
Thompson, W. S., 105, 113, 117, 121, 137, 147, 149, 149; quoted, 107, 110
Three People's Principles (Sun), 790
Tibet, 52 f.
Tibeto-Burmese languages, 664
Tien Shan Mountains, 51
Tigris-Euphrates River system, 21
Timor, island, 42, 44
Tingo Maria, Peru, 178
Tin Hinan, Taureg ancestress, 412
Tin resources, 18 f., 668, 670, 734; Latin America and U.S., table, 82
Tobacco, 29, 829
Togo, west Africa, 72, 331, 333, 336
Tokugawa, House of, 816
Tongking, region of population density, 99
Tonkin, Indo-China, 660, 700 ff.
Tordesillas, Treaty of, 213
Torre, Raul Haya de la, 107
Touimi, Abdelkrim Benjelloun, 457
Towney, R. H., 750
Toynbee, Professor, 291
Trade, foreign: Africa, 342 ff., 387; Near East, table, 465; now victims of Western trade organization, 479; export economy of Southeast Asia and Indonesia, 665, 667 ff.; China, 753; Japan, 826
Trade Union Congress, All-India, 621
Trade unions, see Labor
Transitional societies, 113, 131; defined and enumerated, 114; death rates, 117; data for life tables, 121; life expectancy, 123; low fertility, 129; urbanization, 138
Transjordan, region, people, resources, economy, 21, 464, 506, 507, 520-24; political structure, 464, 523; foreign trade, 465 f.; a Near East political unit, 484; group splintering, Moslem and non-Moslem population, 486, table, 488; creation as state: granted independence, 510; why important, 520; ethnic background: religions, 522
Transjordan Frontier Forces, 523
Transportation, Brazil's problem, 268; caravan travel, 434; Near East air routes, 474, 540; Moslem pilgrims, 480, 504, 510; China, 806; see also Highways; Railroads
Trans-Siberian Railway, 52, 57
Transvaal, 78, 271-330 passim; map, 273; see also Africa, east and south; South Africa, Union of
Travel, freedom of, 6
Trinidad, 84, 85
Tripoli, 405-60 passim; map, 407; conquest by Italy, 411; when lost by Turks: extent of their influence, 438; population, 439; divided rule in, 453
Tropical diseases and medicine, 339
Trucial Oman, see Oman
Tuberculosis, 194, 221
Tungsten, 61, 84
Tunisia, 14 ff., 25, 405-60 passim; a French protectorate, 405; map, 407; conquest by French, 411; when lost by Turks: extent of their influence, 438; population, 439; relations between Moslems and French, 441-55 passim
Turkey, geographic position reason for importance: resources: economic role, 23 f., 25; era of military power: the uniting force, 482; a Near East polit-
Turkey (Continued)

T

ical unit, 484; European courts abol­
ished, 492; concordat giving France
right to protect traders, 513; Near
East lands once under Ottoman rule,
515, 520, 521; Syria's part in weakening
power of, 519, 520; area, population,
political structure, 464; foreign trade,
465; location, 466; Indian Muslims' ch

and conditions of Allies' draft Treaty of Sèvres, 612; office of Caliphate abolished, 616

Turkey, 26

Turkish Petroleum Company, 26

Turks, conquest and rule of north Af­
rica, 410; driven out by Italians, 411;
when north African countries lost by:
extent of their influence, 438; mission
as fighting Moslems: conquests ex­
tended, 478; rule or influence in
Near East, 515, 519, 520, 521; flight
into Egypt, of peoples oppressed by,
532; see also Moslems

Ubangi-Shari, 331, 333; table, 337

Ubico of Guatemala, 206

Uganda, 76, 271-330 passim; map, 273;
area, population, table, 281; see also
Africa, east and south

Unemployment, China, 795

Unification, world, see World unifica­tion

Unilever, 350; see also Lever Brothers

Union of South Africa, see South Af­
rica, Union of

United Africa Company, 349 f., 397, 401,
402

United Indian Patriotic Organization,
604

United Nations, criticisms at, of South
African racial policy, 328; representa­
tives of independence movements
heard at meetings, 476; Yemen elected
to, 495; debate as to political status of
Palestine, 509; recommendation re
Holy Land, 511; plea of Indonesian
Moslems heard, 519; Egypt's vain ap­peal to, 533; Iran's prominence, 542;
Burma's membership, 688; question of
admission of Indonesia, 717, 719; Dutch-Indonesian warfare terminated
through offices of, 723; tendency of
imperial powers to form colonial bloc,
724

United States, Philippine independence,
13; outreaching of oil companies into
Near East, 26; petroleum supply, 27;
situation re tin, 39; effects of Dutch
rubber monopoly, 45; South Amer­
ican mining industry dominated by,
69; copper industry, 74; mineral pro­
duction of Latin America and, table,
82; steel manufacture in Brazil, 89;
population trends, 99, 112, 139 (table,
148); age structure, 120; life expect­
ancy for whites and non-whites, 123;
infant mortality, 124; fertility, 130,
131; immigrants, 132, 133, 220; first
great city, 138; comparisons between
Mestizo America and, 156-210 passim;
its programs and activities there, 179,
180, 195, 209, 253; telephones, radios,
automobiles in, table, 198; Latin
American political structure based on
that of, 205; Negroes, 219, 224; high
food productivity, 284; support of
capitalist as against African farmer,
348; attitude toward African revolts,
361; recognition of, and gift by, Sultan
of Morocco, 410; considered as rival
by French in Africa, 450; penetration
and influence in Near East, 471, 489,
510, 519, 542 f., 544; Zionism financed
from, 487; educational institutions in
Near East, 489, 514; role of Near East
in international affairs of, 504; rela­
tions between Siam and, 692, 694;
American weapons and equipment
used against nationalists in Indo-China
and Indonesia, 708, 717; reasons for
policy toward colonial nationalists,
725 f.; fear of Russia: control of Pa­
cific island bases, 726; colonial peo­
ple's "reservoir of good-will" toward:
how demonstrated in Java, 727; indus­
try: out put: wage earners' share, 757;
immigration law: effect upon Japa­
nese, 845; American occupation of
Japan, 850, 862, 867, 873

United States of Indonesia, 718

United States Steel Company, 89

Universities and colleges, see Education

Unstable societies, 113; defined and enumerated, 114; death rates, 117;
need for data, 121; life expectancy,
123; fertility, 129, 142; possibilities for
shift toward rational balance of vital
forces, 143

Untouchables, Indian caste, 569, 570,
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596: representation in legislative councils, 616; political program in behalf of, 627 ff.
Ur, most ancient city, 525
Uraninite, 75
Urbanization, factor in modern demographic cycle, 130, 131, 137-42; in emigration, 133; spread of the urban-industrial pattern: great and super-cities, 138 ff.; rural-urban differentials, 138 ff.; lag in East and Near East, 139; accompanying decline in fertility, 140 ff.; eastern and southern Africa, 307, 319; see also Cities
Urban Revolution, 107, 137

Valcarcel, Luis E., 183
Vaqueiro and gaacho compared, 247
Vargas, Getulio, 252
Vellalla class, India, 564, 565
Venezuela, natural conditions and resources, 80, 83, 84, 85, 90; population, 106
Veto, executive, 362, 682, 690, 698, 713, 717
Victoria, Queen of England, 601
Victoria, lake, 278
Vientiane, kingdom of, 661
Viet Mink, dominant party of Indochina, 704, 705, 707
Viet Nam, League for Independence of, 707
Viet Nam, Republic of, 706, 707 ff.
Villages, health conditions in primitive Africa, 318; Berber and Arab systems, 417; India's typical unit: early structure of society in, 553-55; changes caused by commercial agriculture, 559 ff.; patterns of organization, 563-69; cultural life: administration, 577 ff.; incorporation of tribespeople into village life, 581; village commune as basic form of social and political organization in Southeast Asia, 679 f., 693, 703, 709; in Indonesia, 712; China's villages and districts, 766-69
Vital statistics, problem of, 95, 102 f.; beginnings, 118; crude death rate as measure, 120; life tables, 121 f.; crude fertility measures, 128; China, 737 ff.; Japan, 822 f.; see also Birth; Life expectancy; Mortality
Viticulture, Africa, 441 f.
Voix du Maroc, Le, 454

Volsraad (People's Council), of Indonesia, 711, 713
Volta Redonda, steel mills at, 89, 253, 265
Wa, island and tribes, 814 ff.
Wages and salaries, Mestizo America, 189, 199, 203; Africa, 295, 308; amounts paid, differences between those of Africans and Europeans, 340 ff., 346, 379, 383, 395; means of recruiting natives at lowest prices, 346; India, 586, 587; Java, 668; China, 757 ff.; Japan, 854 ff.
Wailing Wall, 511
Wales, population trends, 124, 130
War, as danger to peace everywhere, 722; wars tend to spread: cause of, 724; danger of world split by inter-racial, 725; see also titles of wars, e.g., World War
War births and deaths, effect upon population estimates, 148
Ward, Laureston, 46172
Water-power potential, India, 34; East Indies, 47; China, 59, 736; Japan, 65; Latin America, 178, 237, 266; Africa, 331, 406
Wealth, luxury and, of Brazilian elite, 225, 231, 238, 250, 253; wide spread between income and, in west and central Africa, 390 ff., 391; in China, 758; a source of political power in China, 774; control of, in Japan, 867
Weapons, the too-dangerous, 3
Weather, see Climate
Welfare, social, see entries under Social Welfare, H. G., 802
West Africa, 331-404 passim; colonies included, 331; nationalist movement, 393; see also entries under Africa, west and central
West African Pilot, 394
West China Union, 781
Western institutions and civilization, stimulus to growth afforded by spread of, 108; striking examples, 143; Mestizo culture a derivative of, 169; Brazilian region most influenced, 249; China's contact with, 708 f.; see also Culture; Modernization
Wheat, quantity production, 29, 54, 86, 442
"White Man's Grave," 339
Whites, life expectancy of white and non-white populations, 123, 124; racial
Whites (Continued)
stocks, Latin America, 160, table, 161; "bleaching" process in absorption of darker by white groups, 222; eastern and southern Africa: pioneer settlement, 271-74; race relations and policies, 271-330 passim; population, table, 281; health hazards and mortality rates in west and central Africa, 339; sold as slaves in Africa, 410

Wickham, Henry, 232

Widows, India, 573

Willecox, Walter F., 103

Wilson, Charles Morrow, 194

Witwatersrand gold, 78, 296, 301

Witwatersrand Mine Natives' Wages Commission, 295

Women and their status, in Latin America, 172 f., 208, 258; Negresses as mistresses, 216, 218, 223, 377, 382; high status in Africa, 353; lives of Moslem women, 420; status in, Near East, 505, 514; in India, 573, 581; civil disobedience activities there, 619; Southeast Asia and Indonesia, 684, 693, 703; rise in position of Chinese, 803; husband-wife relationship there, 761, 762, 763, 765; Japan, 815, 847, 850, 861, 862; see also Marriage

Workers, see Labor

World Food Survey, 144

World unification, now a functional reality: how brought about, 4; almost complete by time of World War I, 5

World War I, India's unrest during, 608 ff.

World War II, India's crises during, 630-40; brought revolutionary change in Southeast Asia and Indonesia, 681; political conditions preceding, and developments following, 681-730 passim

Writing, Japanese, 858-59; see also Scripts

Wuhan University, Hankow, 806

Yahya, Zaydi Imam, 495

Yamato, tribe, Japan, 815; dynasty, 856

Yangtze River system, 54, 59, 736

Yemen, 495-99 passim; area, population, 464; political structure: a Near East political unit, 485; medieval splendor, 498

Yen, James, 792-93

Yenching University, Peiping, 781, 804, 806

Yoruba Africans, 355, 357, 385, 390, 398

Young, Arthur, 201

Young Men's Buddhist Association, 685

Yule and Company, 584

Zaibatsu, Japan, 867

Zeghari, M'hamed, 455

Zenobia, Queen, 517

Zikism, in British West Africa, 393-97

Zinc, Latin America and U.S., table, 82

Zionists, program, 470; Arab feeling toward, 487, 492, 509, 510; demands for Transjordan, 524

Zoroastrianism, 486, 541, 542, 587
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